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Abstract

We present the R package nlpsem, which provides a comprehensive set of functions to
assess longitudinal processes with individual measurement occasions within the structural
equation modeling (SEM) framework. This package focuses on providing computational
tools for nonlinear longitudinal models, particularly intrinsically nonlinear models, across
four distinct scenarios: (1) univariate longitudinal processes captured by latent variables,
with or without covariates, including time-invariant covariates (TICs) and time-varying
covariates (TVCs); (2) multivariate longitudinal processes for evaluating correlations or
causations between longitudinal variables; (3) multiple-group frameworks for models in
scenarios (1) and (2), enabling the examination of differences between manifested classes;
and (4) mixture models for scenarios (1) and (2), assuming that trajectories originate from
heterogeneous latent classes. By interfacing with the R package OpenMx, nlpsem enables
flexible specification of structural equation models and generates maximum likelihood es-
timators using the full information maximum likelihood technique. The package includes
an algorithm to obtain initial values from raw data, thereby facilitating computation and
enhancing the likelihood of model convergence. Additionally, nlpsem provides functions
for goodness-of-fit analyses, clustering analyses, plots, and predicted trajectories. This
paper constitutes a companion to the package, detailing each model scenario, the estima-
tion technique, implementation details, output interpretation, and showcasing examples
through a dataset on intelligence development.

Keywords: structural equation modeling, latent growth curve models, latent change score
models, multivariate growth models, multiple-group growth modeling, growth mixture mod-
eling, time-invariant covariates, time-varying covariates, individual measurement occasions.

1. Introduction

Longitudinal data are prevalent across various fields, including biomedical, behavioral, and
social sciences. Their repeated measurements on same subjects over time provide unique in-
sights into patterns of change, distinguishing them from cross-sectional studies. However, such
richness in data also brings forth challenges in data analysis, requiring specialized statistical
methods and software tools tailored for these complexities.

As statistical software continues to evolve, it becomes an indispensable ally for researchers,
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2 nlpsem: Examination of Nonlinear Longitudinal Processes

furnishing them with sophisticated tools to unravel intricate patterns in data. With the
ever-growing complexity and volume of longitudinal data, there is an escalating demand
for robust computational solutions adept at navigating both the foundational and the more
nuanced challenges inherent to this type of data. Analyzing longitudinal data transcends
merely tracking changes over time. It delves deep into uncovering individual differences in
change trajectories, discerning how initial characteristics influence future paths, scrutinizing
associations between multiple longitudinal variables, and extracting profound insights from
the patterns that materialize as time progresses.

Two primary modeling families are commonly employed for analyzing longitudinal data: the
mixed-effects modeling framework and the structural equation modeling (SEM) framework.
These frameworks utilize latent variables to capture the underlying patterns of change in
the data. In the context of linear trajectories, these latent variables are often referred to
differently based on the modeling approach:

• In the SEM framework, they are termed growth factors. The mean and variance of these
growth factors provide insights into the average trajectory and individual variability
around this average, respectively.

• In the mixed-effects modeling framework, the equivalent terms are fixed effects (for the
mean trajectory) and random effects (for individual deviations from the average).

For instance, in a simple linear growth model, an intercept (representing the starting point)
and a slope (indicating the rate of change) are the primary growth factors. Estimating the
means (or fixed effects) and variances (or random effects) of these components enables the
assessment of between-individual differences in within-individual change processes. While the
linear longitudinal model is frequently employed and can often provide a reasonable approxi-
mation of change within limited time spans, it may not always be sufficient. Especially when
the process under investigation spans a long duration or when measurements are taken fre-
quently, trajectories can exhibit nonlinearity with varying rates of change. In such scenarios,
relying solely on linear models can lead to oversimplifications, failing to capture the intricacies
of individual trajectories. This necessitates the exploration of models with nonlinear functions
to better understand and assess between-individual differences in within-individual change.

1.1. Foundational Challenges in Nonlinear Longitudinal Analysis and Existing Solu-
tions

Longitudinal data analysis, with its intricate nonlinear change patterns, poses numerous chal-
lenges. As outlined in Chapter 9 of Grimm, Ram, and Estabrook (2016), nonlinear longitu-
dinal models can be categorized into three distinct types based on their nonlinearity with
respect to: (1) time, (2) parameters, and (3) growth factors. The third category, termed as
intrinsically nonlinear1, is particularly complex. This type is defined by a growth function

1The term ‘intrinsic nonlinearity’ was initially used to describe a nonlinear regression function where at
least one of the first derivatives of the function with respect to the parameters depends on one or more of the
parameters (Bates and Watts 1988, Chapter 2). Subsequently, researchers extended this concept to encompass
nonlinear longitudinal models (Harring 2014). According to the original definition, both Type II and Type
III nonlinear longitudinal models can be considered intrinsically nonlinear. However, ‘intrinsic nonlinearity’ in
this project exclusively refers to Type III nonlinear longitudinal models, which necessitate multidimensional
integrations of joint likelihood over the growth factors and do not possess a closed-form likelihood function
following Rohloff, Kohli, and Chung (2022).
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derivative that depends on other growth factors with respect to a growth factor. Both the
mixed-effects modeling and latent growth curve modeling (LGCM) frameworks, members of
the SEM family, are proficient in handling these three types. They excel particularly in fit-
ting the first two types, yielding results that are both theoretically and empirically equivalent
(Bauer 2003; Curran 2003).

There are a plethora of computational tools available for analyzing longitudinal data. For the
first two types of nonlinear longitudinal models, there exists a rich array of specialized tools.
Within the mixed-effects modeling paradigm, packages such as lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker,
and Walker 2014, 2015), nlme (Pinheiro and Bates 2000; Pinheiro, Bates, and R Core Team
2023), and lcmm (Proust-Lima, Philipps, and Liquet 2017) have garnered significant recogni-
tion. While lme4 and nlme are esteemed for their robust capabilities, lcmm distinguishes itself
by adeptly fitting joint and mixture models. On the other hand, the SEM framework, repre-
sented by tools like OpenMx (Neale, Hunter, Pritikin, Zahery, Brick, Kirkpatrick, Estabrook,
Bates, Maes, and Boker 2016; Pritikin, Hunter, and Boker 2015; Hunter 2018; Boker, Neale,
Maes, Wilde, Spiegel, Brick, Estabrook, Bates, Mehta, von Oertzen, Gore, Hunter, Hackett,
Karch, Brandmaier, Pritikin, Zahery, and Kirkpatrick 2020) and Mplus (Muthén and Muthén
2017), provides a more generalized approach. However, this enhanced flexibility necessitates
a meticulous effort in model specification and rigorous validation.

Fitting the third type of nonlinear longitudinal model, specifically the intrinsically nonlinear
model, often requires specialized approximation techniques. The marginal maximum likeli-
hood estimation (MLE) procedure (Harring, Cudeck, and du Toit 2006; Du Toit and Cudeck
2009; Cudeck and Harring 2010) is the go-to method within the mixed-effects modeling do-
main, while the SEM framework typically employs the Taylor series expansion (Browne and
du Toit 1991; Preacher and Hancock 2015). Notably, Zopluoglu, Harring, and Kohli (2014)
introduced the R routine fitPMM, which implements the marginal MLE procedure for longi-
tudinal models characterized by a linear-linear functional form and a random knot, a hallmark
of Type III nonlinear longitudinal models. However, this tool is limited to a specific functional
form and does not cater to time-invariant covariates. This limitation hinders researchers from
fully exploring how individual attributes impact trajectory heterogeneity.

The nlpsem package fills this gap, providing a comprehensive suite of tools tailored for intrinsi-
cally nonlinear LGCMs within the SEM framework. The current version of nlpsem focuses on
the most prevalent and practically significant functional forms, such as the negative exponen-
tial function, which underscores individual growth rate ratios (Sterba 2014), the Jenss-Bayley
function that centers on individual growth acceleration ratios (Grimm et al. 2016, Chap-
ter 12), and the bilinear spline function (or linear-linear piecewise function) that highlights
individual knots (Liu, Perera, Kang, Kirkpatrick, and Sabo 2021a). Recognizing the complex-
ities associated with Type III nonlinear models, nlpsem also provides parsimonious versions
aligned with Type II models and supports estimations for models with quadratic functional
forms (Type I). While the primary focus is on nonlinear models, nlpsem does accommodate
linear longitudinal models to cater to a broader research audience.

Unstructured measurement schedules pose a significant challenge in longitudinal data analysis,
a phenomenon prevalent across diverse research domains, including biomedical, behavioral,
and social sciences. For example, in clinical trials, individual patient site visits might be slated
for varying study days2. Such irregularities also arise when time measurements are exact or

2The term ‘study day’ in clinical trials typically commences at either randomization or dosing, starting
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when data collection is self-initiated. A common analytical strategy partitions the assessment
duration into several time intervals, allowing for a single response within each interval for
each participant.

However, this approach has its drawbacks. Research by Blozis and Cho (2008) and Coulombe,
Selig, and Delaney (2015) underscores that overlooking individual time variations can skew
results. The mixed-effects modeling paradigm offers a solution by treating measurement
time as a continuous variable, a feature seamlessly incorporated in renowned packages like
lme4 (Bates et al. 2014, 2015), nlme (Pinheiro and Bates 2000; Pinheiro et al. 2023), and
lcmm (Proust-Lima et al. 2017). The SEM framework, however, presents unique challenges.
Predominantly, its computational tools cater to wide-format longitudinal data, making the
integration of individual measurement times intricate. To address this, Mehta and West
(2000) and Mehta and Neale (2005) introduced the ‘definition variables’ technique. In this
method, observed variables, termed ‘definition variables’, modify model parameters to align
with individual-specific values. While platforms like OpenMx (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin et al.
2015; Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020) and Mplus (Muthén and Muthén 2017) are robust, the
process of specifying ‘definition variables’ within them can be intricate (Sterba 2014; Grimm
et al. 2016). This underscores the pressing need for tools adept at effortlessly managing
such specifications, especially when navigating the complexities of unstructured measurement
schedules in longitudinal research. Addressing this gap, nlpsem is specifically designed to
incorporate individual measurement occasions, streamlining the process for researchers. For
a detailed comparison of the strengths and limitations of nlpsem in relation to other tools in
longitudinal data analysis, please refer to Table 1.

=========================
Insert Table 1 about here

=========================

1.2. Advanced Challenges in Longitudinal Data Analysis: The nlpsem Solution

In the domain of longitudinal data analysis, researchers are confronted with evolving research
objectives and intricate data structures. Particularly for nonlinear trajectories, the challenge
intensifies: it is not merely about understanding the time-dependent status, but also about the
time-dependent change. Such estimations are paramount, as they provide a deeper insight into
the underlying dynamics of the data. Furthermore, when multiple longitudinal variables come
into play, the intricacy intensifies. Beyond merely charting the progression of each variable, it
is imperative to decode the interrelationships they share. Whether these associations represent
simple correlations or extend to causative interactions, akin to those in cross-sectional data,
they mandate rigorous scrutiny.

To traverse these multifaceted challenges, researchers require tools that epitomize sophistica-
tion and versatility. While packages like lcmm offer valuable insights, especially in discerning
correlations between multiple longitudinal outcomes, they sometimes fall short of the expan-
sive flexibility inherent to the SEM framework. This is where nlpsem emerges as a beacon.
It embodies the versatility of SEM, adeptly navigating nonlinear trajectories and the intri-
cate dynamics between multiple longitudinal variables. Beyond the purview of mixed-effects

from Day 1.
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models, SEM offers a comprehensive perspective on the multifarious aspects of longitudinal
data. Within this ambit, nlpsem encompasses:

1. Estimation of Rate of Change Over Time: Delving into both intrinsic and extrinsic
nonlinear processes, as elucidated in Liu and Perera (2023a); Grimm, Zhang, Hamagami,
and Mazzocco (2013b).

2. Baseline Characteristics’ Influence on Trajectories: Unearthing how foundational at-
tributes shape longitudinal progressions, as detailed in Liu et al. (2021a).

3. Holistic Exploration of Joint Processes: This includes:

• Impact of Time-Varying Covariates (TVC) on Outcomes: A scenario where one
process serves as a longitudinal outcome, while another acts as a TVC, as explored
in Liu (2022a) and Liu and Perera (2023b).

• Interplay Among Multiple Longitudinal Processes: A situation where all processes
are viewed as longitudinal outcomes, with a focus on their interrelations, as dis-
cussed in Liu and Perera (2021).

• Dissecting Direct and Mediated Effects of Predictors: A methodology that posits
a predictor influencing a longitudinal outcome both directly and via a mediator,
as detailed in Liu and Perera (2022a).

4. Temporal Variations Across Groups: A study of the evolutionary patterns of different
groups over time.

5. Unearthing Latent Classes: A deep dive into concealed data structures and the vari-
ability they exhibit, as explored in Liu and Perera (2022c).

The package nlpsem advances from the rudimentary univariate longitudinal processes, such
as estimating growth status or rate of change, to the more complex multivariate processes.
Specifically, it encompasses: (1) longitudinal outcomes impacted by time-varying covariates,
(2) synchronized and correlated growth models, and (3) longitudinal mediation models. In
addition, nlpsem offers tools for multiple group and mixture models, which are in harmony
with the models described above. Computationally, all estimations within the package are
bolstered by the robustness of OpenMx (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin et al. 2015; Hunter 2018;
Boker et al. 2020), a trusted name within the SEM framework lauded for its accuracy. A
distinguishing feature of nlpsem is its integration of the ’definition variables’ methodology,
which assures a smooth incorporation of unstructured temporal designs.

The optimization process in any statistical package is fundamental for ensuring accuracy and
efficiency. In this regard, nlpsem is particularly robust. It seamlessly integrates with multiple
renowned optimization engines provided by OpenMx. These include:

1. NPSOL, originating from theNonlinear Programming at SystemsOptimization Laboratory
(Gill, Murray, Saunders, and Wright 1986).

2. SLSQP, a method grounded in Sequential Least-Squares Quadratic Programming (John-
son 2014; Kraft 1994).

3. CSOLNP, a C++-based optimizer developed for Solving Nonlinear Programs (Zahery,
Maes, and Neale 2017).
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These engines are recognized for their precision and efficiency across various applications, and
their compatibility with nlpsem ensures optimal results for users.

To summarize, in the vast landscape of statistical software dedicated to longitudinal analysis,
nlpsem provides a distinctive edge. Its ability to handle inherently nonlinear longitudinal
models addresses a fundamental need in analyzing real-world processes that often exhibit
non-linear patterns. Beyond this, based on our extensive literature review from the past
three years, nlpsem stands alone in its capability to provide multiple advanced analyses.
These analyses cater to complex scenarios that researchers frequently grapple with in modern
research. Combined with the trusted optimization engines it incorporates, users of nlpsem
can be confident not only in the versatility but also in the accuracy of their results.

As for the structure of this article, it unfolds as follows: Section 2 delineates the specifications
of each model within the package. Section 3 delves into the intricacies of the full information
maximum likelihood (FIML) technique. Section 4 elaborates on the implementation of the
seven estimation functions, shedding light on the initial value algorithm. Section 5 discusses
computational nuances and post-fit analyses. Section 6 showcases examples rooted in the
package’s dataset, and finally, Section 7 provides both practical insights and methodological
considerations, alongside potential future directions.

2. Model Specification

In this section, we outline the specifications for each modeling family incorporated in the
package. The initial two subsections detail the modeling frameworks for univariate longitu-
dinal processes, specifically latent growth curve models (LGCMs) and latent change score
models (LCSMs), both with and without time-invariant covariates. Subsections 2.3-2.5 focus
on frameworks designed for multivariate longitudinal processes, encompassing LGCMs or LC-
SMs with a time-varying covariate (TVC), multivariate LGCMs or LCSMs, and longitudinal
mediation models. Concluding the section, Subsections 2.6 and 2.7 introduce multiple group
and mixture models. These models challenge the single population assumption present in the
aforementioned frameworks, offering extensions for heterogeneous populations characterized
by both observed and latent classes.

2.1. Latent Growth Curve Models

The LGCM, a modeling family in the SEM framework, is often employed to analyze growth
status over time. As introduced in Section 1, the linear and first two types of nonlinear
LGCMs are mathematicsly and empirically equivalent to the corresponding model in the
mixed-effects modeling framework. This subsection briefly describes the LGCM, providing an
overview of three intrinsically nonlinear functional forms, their corresponding reduced non-
intrinsically nonlinear functions, and the other two commonly used functional forms, linear
and quadratic curves, with unstructured time frames. A general form of the LGCM with
individual measurement occasions is

yi = Λi × ηi + ϵi, (1)

where yi is a J×1 vector of the repeated measurements of individual i (where J is the number
of measures). The elements in the vector ηi (K×1) are often called growth factors, which are
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latent variables that constitute growth status in LGCMs for the ith individual (where K is
the number of growth factors). Furthermore, Λi is a J×K matrix of the corresponding factor
loadings. Note that the subscript i inΛi indicates that the factor loadings, which are functions
of measurement times, are at the individual level. The vector ϵi (J × 1) represents residuals
of individual i (usually assumed to follow an identical and independent normal distribution).
That is, ϵi ∼ MVN

(
0, θϵI

)
, where θϵ is the residual variance and I is J × J identity matrix).

The vector of growth factors can be further written as deviations from the corresponding
mean values

ηi = µη + ζi, (2)

where µη (a K × 1 vector) represents growth factor means, and ζi (a K × 1 vector) denotes
deviations of the ith individual from factor means. Suppose it is of interest to evaluate the
effects of TICs on the heterogeneity of growth factors and, consequently, on growth curves.
In that case, one may further regress growth factors on the covariates,

ηi = α+BTIC ×Xi + ζi, (3)

where α is a K×1 vector of growth factor intercepts (equivalent to the mean vector of growth
factors if the TICs are centered), and BTIC is a K ×m matrix of regression coefficients (with
m representing the number of TICs) from TICs to growth factors. The vector Xi (m × 1)
is for TICs, which could be continuous or categorical, of individual i. In the current version
of nlpsem, growth factors in Equation 1 are assumed to follow a (conditional) multivariate
normal distribution, a common assumption in practice. That is, ζi ∼ MVN

(
0,Ψη

)
, where

Ψη is a K ×K matrix and indicates growth factor variance and unexplained growth factor
variance in the scenarios without and with TICs, respectively.

Table 2 provides the model specification of LGCM with multiple commonly used functional
forms and corresponding interpretation of growth coefficients. For instance, consider the
linear functional form, the most straightforward function. There are two free coefficients in
an individual linear trajectory: intercept (η0i) and linear slope (η1i). The intercept and slope
are allowed to vary from individual to individual. Examining individual differences in the
intercept and slope, and thus, the between-individual differences in within-individual changes
is one primary interest when exploring longitudinal records (Biesanz, Deeb-Sossa, Papadakis,
Bollen, and Curran 2004; Zhang, McArdle, and Nesselroade 2012; Grimm et al. 2013b).

=========================
Insert Table 2 about here

=========================

Although the linear function’s coefficients are straightforward to interpret, they do not help
effectively describe more complex change patterns. When the trajectory of a longitudinal
process exhibits a certain degree of nonlinearity to time, particularly if the process is ob-
served over a long period, more complex functional forms with additional growth coefficients
are needed to depict change patterns. For instance, an individual quadratic functional form,
which includes an acceleration growth factor (η2i, representing the quadratic component of
change) in addition to the intercept (η0i) and the linear component of change (η1i), serves as a
candidate for describing nonlinear trajectories, particularly when estimating growth accelera-
tion is of interest. A LGCM with a quadratic functional form belongs to Type I of nonlinear
longitudinal models, as its factor loadings are functions that depend solely on measurement
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times. In practice, other nonlinear functions listed in Table 2 can also provide valuable in-
sights regarding growth status. For example, η1i in an individual negative exponential function
indicates the individual’s growth capacity.

As illustrated in Table 2, the second term of the individual growth curve of the negative
exponential function contains two growth factors, η1i and bi. This implies that the derivatives
of the growth curve with respect to η1i or bi would be functions of bi and η1i, respectively (i.e.,
intrinsically nonlinear model). Consequently, the negative exponential function with individ-
ual coefficient b cannot be modeled directly in the SEM framework, as the factor loadings
matrix cannot depend on a growth factor. In practice, two ways to address this issue are: (1)
performing Taylor series expansion to linearize the function (Preacher and Hancock 2015),
and (2) using a reduced model assuming that the growth rate ratio is consistent across the en-
tire population. These two approaches can also be employed to handle ci in the Jenss-Bayley
function and γi in the bilinear spline function with an unknown knot. After linearization,
the factor-loading matrices of these intrinsically nonlinear models depend on the growth fac-
tor means and measurement occasions and can thus be fit in the SEM framework. Technical
details of linearization via Taylor series expansion for the negative exponential function, Jenss-
Bayley function, and bilinear spline function with an unknown knot are documented in Sterba
(2014), Grimm et al. (2016, Chapter 12), and Liu et al. (2021a), respectively. Note that the
reduced versions of the three models belong to Type II of nonlinear longitudinal models, as
their factor loading matrices depend on population-level coefficients b, c, or γ in addition to
measurement times. The coefficient b, c, or γ is estimated as an additional parameter in the
corresponding parsimonious model. The package nlpsem provides a function getLGCM() that
enables the estimation of the three intrinsically nonlinear LGCMs, the corresponding reduced
models, and LGCMs with linear or quadratic functional forms.

It is important to note that the bilinear spline function with an unknown knot is a piecewise
function that must be unified when implemented in SEM software. Multiple reparameteri-
zation techniques are available to unify the expression pre- and post-knot (i.e., γi, or γ in
the reduced model). More technical details can be found in Harring et al. (2006), Grimm
et al. (2016, Chapter 11), and Liu et al. (2021a). The function getLGCM() implements the
reparameterization approach developed in Liu et al. (2021a), wherein the initial status, first,
and second slopes are reparameterized as the measurement at the knot (η

′
0), the mean of the

two slopes (η
′
1), and the half-difference of the two slopes (η

′
2). The function getLGCM() also

allows for the transformation of the reparameterized growth factors η
′
0, η

′
1, and η

′
2 to their

original forms to obtain coefficients that are interpretable and related to the developmental
theory by implementing the (inverse) transformation functions and matrices developed by Liu
et al. (2021a).

2.2. Latent Change Score Models

The primary focus of employing LGCMs is to characterize time-dependent status. How-
ever, when exploring nonlinear longitudinal processes, one might also be interested in assess-
ing the growth rate (i.e., rate-of-change) (Grimm et al. 2013b; Grimm, Castro-Schilo, and
Davoudzadeh 2013a; Zhang et al. 2012) and the cumulative value of the growth rate over
time (Liu and Perera 2023a). In such cases, one needs to turn to LCSMs, which empha-
size time-dependent changes. LCSMs, also known as latent difference score models (McArdle
2001; McArdle and Hamagami 2001; McArdle 2009), were developed to incorporate difference
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equations with discrete measurement occasions into the SEM framework. Liu (2022b, 2021);
Liu and Perera (2023a) proposed a novel specification for LCSMs that allows for unequal
study waves and individual measurement occasions around each wave through the ‘definition
variables’ approach. These three works form the theoretical foundation for the computational
tool of LCSMs in nlpsem. The model specification of LCSMs begins with the concept of
classical test theory

yij = y∗ij + ϵij , (4)

where yij , y
∗
ij , and ϵij represent the observed score, latent true score, and residual for indi-

vidual i at time j, respectively. This specification suggests that the observed score for an
individual at a specific occasion can be decomposed into a latent true score and a residual.
At baseline (i.e., j = 1), the true score corresponds to the growth factor indicating the initial
status. For each post-baseline (i.e., j ≥ 2), the true score at time j is a linear combination of
the score at the previous time point j−1 and the amount of true change that occurs between
time j − 1 and time j

y∗ij =

η0i, if j = 1

y∗i(j−1) + δyij , if j = 2, . . . , J

, (5)

where δyij is the amount of change that occurs during the (j − 1)th time interval (i.e., from
j−1 to j) for the ith individual. Such interval-specific changes can be further expressed as the
product of the corresponding interval-specific slopes and the time interval. Liu and Perera
(2023a) pointed out two ways to express the interval-specific slopes, depending on research
interests when exploring a longitudinal process. If the interest is only in assessing the growth
rate over time, one may view a process with J measurements as a linear piecewise function
with J − 1 segments (i.e., a nonparametric functional form)

δyij = dyij × (tij − ti(j−1)) (j = 2, . . . , J), (6)

dyij = η1i × γj−1 (j = 2, . . . , J), (7)

where dyij is the slope during the (j−1)th time interval, which can be further expressed as the
product of the shape factor indicating the slope in the first time interval and the corresponding
relative rate. Suppose one also wants to capture other features of change patterns, such as
growth acceleration or growth capacity, and resorts to a parametric nonlinear functional
form, such as quadratic, negative exponential, and Jenss-Bayley functions. In this scenario,
the slope within an interval is not constant. Liu and Perera (2023a) and Liu (2022b) proposed
approximating the interval-specific changes as the product of the instantaneous slope midway
through the corresponding interval and the interval length

δyij ≈ dyij mid × (tij − ti(j−1)), (8)

in which dyij mid is the instantaneous slope at the midpoint of the (j−1)th time interval (i.e.,
from time (j − 1) to time J). Table 3 provides the expression of dyij for the LCSM with the
linear piecewise function and dyij mid for the LCSMs with quadratic, negative exponential,
and Jenss-Bayley functional forms. Note that the LCSMs also allow for intrinsically nonlinear
functional forms. In particular, Grimm et al. (2013b) and Liu (2022b) first proposed the
LCSMs for the negative exponential function with a random ratio of growth rate and the Jenss-
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Bayley function with a random ratio of growth acceleration, respectively. The package nlpsem
provides the function getLCSM() to allow for the implementation of these two intrinsically
nonlinear LCSMs, the corresponding reduced model with a fixed ratio of growth rate or growth
acceleration, and the LCSMs with linear piecewise and quadratic functional forms.

=========================
Insert Table 3 about here

=========================

Latent Change Score Models (LCSMs) can also be expressed in matrix form, with a general
expression analogous to Equation 1. Depending on the scenario, they can be further rep-
resented as Equations 2 and 3 for cases without and with TICs, respectively. Commonly,
the distribution assumptions for LCSMs parallel those made for LGCMs, as introduced in
Subsection 2.1. Table 3 outlines the growth factors and corresponding factor loadings for
each model, as provided by the getLCSM() function. The interpretation of growth factors for
each parametric LCSM remains consistent with those of the corresponding LGCM. Notably,
the first element in vector ηi symbolizes the latent variable representing the initial status,
while the remaining elements compose the growth rate. Unlike the corresponding LGCM, the
factor loadings of an LCSM are expressed differently since an LCSM is constructed from the
perspective of accumulated change. Specifically, the factor-loading matrices for LCSMs are
contingent upon factors related to interval-specific growth rates and time intervals. These
time intervals function as ‘definition variables’ in LCSMs with unstructured time frames.

One advantage of employing LCSMs is that this modeling framework facilitates the evaluation
of interval-specific slopes, interval-specific changes, and the amounts of change from baseline.
Two approaches exist for performing such evaluations. The first method involves deriving the
expressions for the means and variances of interval-specific slopes, interval-specific changes,
and the amounts of change from baseline, treating them as non-estimable parameters. Table
3 provides these expressions, and the function getLCSM() is capable of generating estimates
for these parameters. As an alternative, when applicable, interval-specific slopes, interval-
specific changes, and the amounts of change from baseline can be defined as additional latent
variables, allowing for the calculation of factor scores in a post-fit manner.

2.3. Longitudinal Models with Time-varying Covariates

A fundamental interest in evaluating longitudinal processes involves assessing the impact of
a covariate on between-individual differences in within-individual change. As introduced in
subsections 2.1 and 2.2, time-invariant covariates (TICs) can be incorporated when analyzing
longitudinal processes with LGCMs or LCSMs, allowing them to account for variability in
growth factors, and then growth curves. However, covariates in longitudinal studies are not
necessarily TICs. Grimm (2007) proposed using LGCMs with a time-varying covariate (TVC)
to simultaneously analyze bivariate longitudinal variables, wherein the primary process is
treated as the longitudinal outcome, and the other variable is considered as the TVC. Table 4
presents the model specification details. The advantages and drawbacks of this specification
have been documented in recent research, such as Grimm et al. (2016, Chapter 8), Liu (2022a),
and Liu and Perera (2023b). To address some limitations of the model proposed by Grimm
(2007), Liu (2022a) developed three methods to decompose a TVC into an initial trait and
a set of temporal states, enabling separate evaluation of the baseline and temporal effects of
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the TVC on outcome trajectories. All three decomposition methods are based on the LCSM
specification with a piecewise linear function introduced in Subsection 2.2. Table 4 provides
technical details for the three TVC decomposition methods and their corresponding model
specifications.

=========================
Insert Table 4 about here

=========================

It is important to note that the initial trait remains consistent across all three decomposition
methods, represented by the true score of the baseline value, which signifies the initial status

of the TVC (i.e., η
[x]
0i in Table 4). In contrast, the temporal states differ across the methods.

In particular, interval-specific slopes (i.e., dxi in Table 4, a J × 1 vector), interval-specific
changes (i.e., δxi in Table 4, a J × 1 vector), and change-from-baseline amounts (i.e., ∆xi

in Table 4, a J × 1 vector) characterize each approach, respectively. Regressing the growth
factors of the longitudinal outcome on the initial trait allows for the evaluation of the base-
line effect (i.e., βTVC in Table 4). Regressing each post-baseline observed measurement of
the longitudinal outcome on the corresponding temporal state enables the assessment of the
temporal effect (i.e., κ in Table 4). Liu (2022a) provides the technical details for the three
decomposition approaches, along with Grimm (2007), serves as the theoretical foundation for
the getTVCmodel() function, which enables the implementation of LGCMs in Subsection 2.1
and parametric LCSMs in Subsection 2.2 using the four possible ways to include a TVC.

2.4. Parallel Processes and Correlated Growth Models

Alternatively, all processes under investigation can be viewed as longitudinal outcomes and
analyzed using multivariate growth models (MGMs) (Grimm et al. 2016, Chapter 8), also
known as parallel process or correlated growth models (McArdle 1988; Grimm 2007). MGMs
allow for the examination of covariances among cross-process growth factors, thereby captur-
ing the relationships among multiple longitudinal processes. A general model specification
for a bivariate growth model can be expressed asyi

zi

 =

Λ
[y]
i 0

0 Λ
[z]
i

×

η
[y]
i

η
[z]
i

+

ϵ
[y]
i

ϵ
[z]
i

 , (9)

where zi is a vector of repeated measurements for the second longitudinal outcome of individ-
ual i. In applications, yi and zi often assume the same functional forms when using MGMs;

however, the time structures of yi and zi may differ. The growth factors
(
η
[y]
i η

[z]
i

)T
can

be further expressed as deviations from the corresponding mean valuesη
[y]
i

η
[z]
i

 =

µ
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η

µ
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η

+

ζ
[y]
i
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 , (10)

where µ
[y]
η and µ

[z]
η are K × 1 vectors of growth factor mean values, while ζ

[y]
i and ζ

[z]
i are

K × 1 vectors of individual i deviations from factor means.
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In practice,
(
ζ
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i ζ

[z]
i

)T
is often assumed to follow a multivariate normal distributionζ

[y]
i

ζ
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 ∼ MVN

(
0,
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η Ψ

[yz]
η

Ψ
[z]
η

)
, (11)

where Ψ
[y]
η and Ψ

[z]
η are K ×K variance-covariance matrices of outcome-specific growth fac-

tors, while Ψ
[yz]
η , also a K × K matrix, indicates the covariances between cross-outcome

growth factors. Assuming both yi and zi take linear functions, Ψ
[yz]
η allows for the esti-

mation of intercept-intercept and slope-slope covariance (correlation) and the covariance be-
tween intercept and slope across outcomes. To simplify the model specification, the individual

outcome-specific residuals, ζ
[y]
i and ζ

[z]
i , are assumed to follow identical and independent nor-

mal distributions over time, and the residual covariances are assumed to be homogeneous over
time. That is, ϵ

[y]
i

ϵ
[z]
i

 ∼ MVN

(
0,

θ
[y]
ϵ I θ

[yz]
ϵ I

θ
[z]
ϵ I

)
, (12)

where ϵ
[y]
i and ϵ

[z]
i are residual variances of the longitudinal outcomes yi and zi, respectively,

ϵ
[yz]
i is the residual covariance between the two processes, and I is a J × J identity matrix if
both yi and zi have J repeated measurements.

Earlier studies have proposed and developed MGMs using LGCMs or LCSMs to describe uni-
variate longitudinal processes. For instance, a multivariate version of an intrinsically nonlinear
LGCM, the bilinear spline growth curve model with an unknown knot, and its reduced model
were developed and examined in recent work (Liu and Perera 2021). Moreover, Blozis (2004)
created MGMs with quadratic and negative exponential functions (the reduced version). Fer-
rer and McArdle (2003) suggested employing multivariate LCSMs to analyze multivariate
nonlinear developmental processes, while Liu (2021) developed a multivariate version of the
LCSM with a piecewise linear functional form. However, some earlier works were limited to
MGMs with structured time frames. The current work extends these previous models. Specif-
ically, the package nlpsem provides the getMGM() function, which implements a multivariate
version of each univariate longitudinal model defined in Tables 2 and 3, within the frame-
work of individual measurement occasions. Additionally, getMGM() accommodates multiple
longitudinal outcomes with varying time structures, tackling a prevalent challenge in analyz-
ing multivariate longitudinal processes by accounting for diverse assessment schedules across
outcomes. In clinical trials, for instance, multiple longitudinal outcomes might be collected
during specific site visits, with each outcome assessed at different frequencies.

2.5. Longitudinal Mediation Models

The third type of statistical model employed to investigate multivariate longitudinal processes
is longitudinal mediation models. These models were developed to assess two potential path-
ways through which the predictor variable affects the outcome variable: paths that lead from
the predictor to the outcome, both directly and indirectly through a mediator, enabling the
simultaneous evaluation of direct effects and indirect impacts on the outcome variable of the
predictor (Baron and Kenny 1986). Since causal relationships often require time to unfold and
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causal effects may change over time, longitudinal data are preferred when testing mediation
hypotheses. Previous studies, such as Hayes (2009); MacKinnon, Krull, and Lockwood (2000);
MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, and Sheets (2002); Cheung and Lau (2008); Shrout
and Bolger (2002); Selig and Preacher (2009); Gollob and Reichardt (1987); Cole and Maxwell
(2003); Maxwell and Cole (2007); MacKinnon (2008); Cheong, Mackinnon, and Khoo (2003);
Soest and Hagtvet (2011), have detailed the drawbacks of using cross-sectional data and
the advantages of employing longitudinal data for mediational analyses. Similar to MGMs,
longitudinal mediation models can assess each univariate process. However, unlike MGMs
that evaluate the covariance (correlation) between cross-outcome growth factors, longitudinal
mediation models estimate regression coefficients of the unidirectional paths between these
cross-outcome growth factors.

Cheong et al. (2003) proposed analyzing longitudinal mediation processes within the LGCM
framework and developed a parallel linear growth model to examine how the baseline pre-
dictor affects the change in the outcome through the change in the mediator. Soest and
Hagtvet (2011) extended this model by incorporating additional regression paths. Moreover,
MacKinnon (2008, Chapter 8) noted that the baseline predictor could also be longitudinal.
Recently, Liu and Perera (2022a) developed two parallel bilinear growth models to investi-
gate mediational relationships among multiple nonlinear processes. In the proposed models,
the linear-linear piecewise function with an unknown knot is used to capture the underlying
change patterns of each longitudinal process, where the slopes of the two linear segments
represent the short- and long-term growth rate. Table 5 presents the specifications of two
parallel linear growth models and two parallel bilinear growth models with all possible paths
within the framework of individual measurement occasions. Since the measurement at the
knot conveys time-dependent effects and is more meaningful than the baseline value in a lon-
gitudinal mediation model, longitudinal mediation models with linear-linear functional forms
employ an alternative reparameterization technique, proposed by Grimm et al. (2016, Chap-
ter 11), to unify the pre- and post-knot expressions. Specifically, the initial status and two
segment-specific slopes are reparameterized as the minimum value between 0 and tij − γ,
the measurement at the knot, and the maximum value between 0 and tij − γ. The function
getMediation() facilitates the implementation of these four longitudinal mediation models
with all possible paths within the framework of individual measurement occasions. In addi-
tion to estimating the direct effects of the predictor on the outcome variable, the function
getMediation() enables the evaluation of indirect effects on the outcome through the me-
diator, as well as the total effect. This comprehensive assessment captures the relationships
between predictor, mediator, and outcome variables over time, providing a more nuanced
understanding of the underlying processes.

=========================
Insert Table 5 about here

=========================

2.6. Multiple-group Models for Longitudinal Processes

Subsections 2.1 and 2.2 introduce LGCMs and LCSMs with time-invariant covariates (TICs).
When TICs are categorical variables, these models assist in evaluating differences in average
growth trajectories between groups but have limitations in examining differences in other
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aspects of longitudinal processes, such as variability in growth curves or differences in multi-
variate longitudinal processes between such manifest categorical TICs. This section introduces
the multiple-group modeling framework as an alternative method to assess group differences
in any aspect of processes, providing additional insights into how and why individuals differ in
their development. With a specification of the corresponding model for each manifest group,
it is straightforward to extend a one-group model to the multiple-group modeling framework.
The function getMGroup() in nlpsem allows for the implementation of a multiple-group model
with each of the models introduced in Subsections 2.1-2.5 as the group-specific model (or sub-
model), under the assumption that the change pattern and model type are invariant across
groups. A general expression for a multiple-group model with G manifest groups (where G is
a finite number) can be expressed as

p(sub-model|mci = g) =

G∑
g=1

p(mci = g)× p(sub-model|mci = g), (13)

where mci represents the manifest class label for the ith individual, and p() denotes the
proportion of each manifest group, summing up to 1 across groups.

2.7. Mixture Models for Longitudinal Processes

Mixture models for analyzing longitudinal processes, often referred to as growth mixture mod-
els (GMMs) within the SEM framework, bear similarities to multiple-group models. Similar to
multiple-group models, GMMs relax the single-population assumption that all individuals are
homogeneous and can be captured by a single profile of all models introduced in Subsections
2.1-2.5, mixing these groups through linear combinations. However, unlike multiple-group
models where group information is a manifested indicator, GMMs introduced in this section
relax the assumption and combine individuals from G heterogeneous latent subpopulations
(where G is a finite number). In statistical terms, GMMs can also be viewed as a cluster
analysis technique for longitudinal processes. Contrasting traditional methods for cluster
analysis, such as K-means, GMMs employ a probability-based clustering approach, allowing
each individual to belong to multiple latent classes with varying probabilities; an individual
is then classified into the class with the highest probability. The vector of these probabili-
ties follows a multinomial distribution that may be further regressed on the TICs suggesting
group components. For scenarios without such TICs, a general specification of a GMM with
G latent classes is given by

p(sub-model|lci = g) =

G∑
g=1

π(lci = g)× p(sub-model|lci = g), (14)

where lci is the latent class label for the ith individual, and π() is the latent mixing compo-
nent variable dividing the sample into K latent classes. Note that π() needs to satisfy two
constraints: (1) 0 ≤ π() ≤ 1, and (2)

∑G
g=1 π() = 1.

For scenarios with TICs informing class formation, a general specification of a GMM with G
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latent classes is

p(sub-model|lci = g,xgi) =

G∑
g=1

π(lci = g|xgi)× p(sub-model|lci = g), (15)

π(lci = g|xgi) =


1

1+
∑G

g=2 exp(β
(g)
g0 +β

(g)T
g xgi)

reference Group (g = 1)

exp(β
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g0 +β

(g)T
g xgi)

1+
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g=2 exp(β
(g)
g0 +β

(g)T
g xgi)

other Groups (g = 2, . . . , G)

, (16)

where xgi is the TIC vector of the ith individual, β
(g)
0 , and β(g) are the intercept and coefficients

of the multinomial logistic functions in the gth latent class. Numerous earlier works, such
as Muthén and Shedden (1999); Bouveyron, Celeux, Murphy, and Raftery (2019); Bauer
and Curran (2003); Muthén (2004); Grimm and Ram (2009); Grimm, Ram, and Estabrook
(2010); Liu, Perera, Kang, Sabo, and Kirkpatrick (2021b); Liu and Perera (2022c,b, 2023b),
have developed GMMs with various sub-models (i.e., within-class models) and examined
their pros and cons. The majority of developed GMMs are for assessing the heterogeneity in
a univariate longitudinal process. However, some recent studies have also developed GMMs
to explore the heterogeneity in a multivariate longitudinal process (Liu and Perera 2022b,
2023b). The package nlpsem enables the examination of heterogeneity for univariate and
multivariate longitudinal processes. In particular, it provides the function getGMM() to allow
for the implementation of a GMM with each of the models introduced in Subsections 2.1-2.5
as the submodel.

3. Model Estimation

The nlpsem package is developed by interfacing with the OpenMx package (Neale et al. 2016;
Pritikin et al. 2015; Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020). This section briefly introduces the itera-
tive algorithm implemented in OpenMx. Iterative estimation algorithms require initial values
for the model parameters. Given a specified model and initialized parameters, the package
calculates the expected model-implied mean vector µi and variance-covariance structure Σi.
The expectation is then compared to the raw data to determine the goodness of fit for the
model. This comparison is based on the difference between the model-implied mean vec-
tor and variance-covariance structure and the observed data distribution, also known as the
function value. OpenMx (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin et al. 2015; Hunter 2018; Boker et al.
2020) supports multiple fit functions; however, the models implemented in nlpsem exclusively
use the maximum likelihood (also known as full information maximum likelihood, or FIML,
among SEM researchers). The FIML technique enables the specification of a separate likeli-
hood calculation for each individual, accounting for individual heterogeneity in the likelihood
contributions. This feature also allows for the analysis of dropout data under the missing at
random assumption by leveraging available information.

The function value of the FIML technique is −2 lnL, where L is the likelihood function across
all N individuals. This article denotes the parameter space as Θ. For a single-group analysis
(i.e., the models introduced in Subsections 2.1-2.5), assuming there are p variables measured
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for the ith individual in a vector ωi, L is defined as follows

L(Θ) =
N∏
i=1

exp
(
− 1

2(ωi − µi)
TΣ−1

i (ωi − µi)
)√

(2π)p|Σi|
, (17)

where µi and Σi are the model-implied mean vector and variance-covariance structure of
the ith individual. For a multiple-group model with G manifested groups (i.e., the model
introduced in Subsection 2.6), the likelihood function across all individuals is defined as

L(Θ) =
N∏
i=1

( G∑
g=1

p(mci = g)×
exp

(
− 1

2(ωi − µ
(g)
i )TΣ
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i (ωi − µ

(g)
i )
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(2π)p|Σ(g)

i |

)
, (18)

where µ
(g)
i and Σ

(g)
i are the submodel-implied mean vector and variance-covariance structure

of the ith individual in the gth manifested group. For a growth mixture model with G latent
classes (i.e., the models introduced in Subsection 2.7), the likelihood function across all N
individuals is defined as

L(Θ) =
N∏
i=1

( G∑
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and

L(Θ) =
N∏
i=1

( G∑
g=1

π(lci = g|xgi)×
exp
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− 1

2(ωi − µ
(g)
i )TΣ
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(20)

for scenarios without and with the TICs informing cluster formation (i.e., xgi), in which

µ
(g)
i and Σ

(g)
i are the submodel-implied mean vector and variance-covariance structure of

the ith individual in the gth latent class. Optimizers work iteratively to minimize the FIML
function value, continuing until convergence is achieved, which is indicated by the status
code 0 in OpenMx (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin et al. 2015; Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020).
OpenMx provides three optimization engines: NPSOL (Gill et al. 1986), SLSQP (Johnson 2014;
Kraft 1994), and CSOLNP (Zahery et al. 2017). All these engines are compatible with the
nlpsem package. However, we particularly advocate for CSOLNP as the primary optimizer
for estimation functions within nlpsem. This recommendation stems from CSOLNP’s proven
efficiency in managing non-linearly constrained optimization challenges. Its ability to deliver
quicker outcomes, coupled with its efficient memory usage, positions CSOLNP as a reliable
and effective choice for nlpsem’s computational demands. Nonetheless, an exception is noted
by Pritikin, Rappaport, and Neale (2017): they suggest employing SLSQP when generating
likelihood-based confidence intervals (see Section 5.1 for details). This is because both NPSOL

and CSOLNP encounter challenges with constrained optimization, and likelihood-based con-
fidence intervals appear optimally formulated when using SLSQP optimizer for constrained
optimization.

4. Implementation

This package currently includes seven estimation functions:
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1. getLGCM() for latent growth curve models (LGCMs), without or with time-invariant
covariates (TICs),

2. getLCSM() for latent change score models (LCSMs), without or with TICs,

3. getTVCmodel() for LGCMs or LCSMs with a time-varying covariate (TVC),

4. getMGM() for multivariate version of LGCMs or LCSMs,

5. getMediation() for longitudinal mediation analysis,

6. getMGroup() for multiple-group version of the models (1)-(5), and

7. getMIX() for mixture model version of the models (1)-(5).

The optimization for the seven estimation functions relies on the built-in optimizers of the
package OpenMx. This section describes the calls of these estimation functions, presents the
process of having additional but non-estimable parameters, and details the initialization of
the initiative optimizers.

4.1. Function getLGCM()

The call of getLGCM() is

getLGCM(dat, t_var, y_var, curveFun, intrinsic = TRUE, records, growth_TIC =

NULL, starts = NULL, res_scale = NULL, tries = NULL, OKStatus = 0, jitterD =

"runif", loc = 1, scale = 0.25, paramOut = FALSE, names = NULL).

The dat argument represents the input dataset, which must be in a wide format (i.e., one
row per individual) to satisfy the requirements of the OpenMx package (Neale et al. 2016;
Pritikin et al. 2015; Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020). This dataset typically comprises re-
peated measurements, corresponding measurement occasions, and time-invariant covariates
(TICs) that account for the variability of growth factors, if present. The y_var and t_var

arguments denote the prefixes of the column names for the measurement value and time at
each point, respectively. Together with records, these arguments delineate the column name
of the longitudinal outcome and the measurement occasions over time. For instance, if the
dataset contains four repeated measurements (Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4) recorded at T1, T2, T3, and
T4, the user needs to specify t_var = "T", y_var = "Y", records = 1:4. The curveFun

argument designates the functional form, chosen from any function listed in Table 2, to define
the change patterns of the repeated measurements. The intrinsic argument is a boolean
flag that indicates whether an intrinsically nonlinear longitudinal model (i.e., the third type of
nonlinear longitudinal model in the current package) is constructed. The choice of curveFun
and intrinsic often depends on the trajectory shapes of raw data and the research questions
of interest.

The growth_TIC argument specifies the TICs added to the model, if any, to account for the
variability of growth factors. By default, it is set to NULL, indicating that no growth TICs are
incorporated into the fitted LGCM. The starts argument establishes the set of initial values
for the iterative algorithms. If set to the default value of NULL, the estimation function will
derive a set of initial values based on the raw data. Alternatively, the getLGCM() function
allows for user-specified initial values. When starts = NULL, the res_scale argument is
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required, as it defines the proportion of variance unexplained by the growth factors and aids
in determining the initial values of the residual variance θϵ.

The tries argument establishes the number of additional attempts to fit a specified model in
OpenMx (often referred to as a mxModel object). With its default value of NULL (indicating
zero additional trials unless the initial attempt), the getLGCM() function will call the mxRun()
function to send a mxModel object to an optimizer and return the free parameters with their
optimized values. Assigning a numerical value to tries permits the corresponding additional
attempts to fit a model until the optimizer produces an acceptable solution defined by the
OKStatus argument or reaches the maximum number of attempts. When assigning a numeric
value to tries, the user must also define the jitterD, loc, scale, and OKStatus arguments.
The jitterD argument, in conjunction with loc and scale, defines the distribution and
its location and scale parameters, from which a set of random values are drawn to perturb
initial values between attempts. The jitterD argument is a character string, with supported
values including "runif" (uniform distribution), "rnorm" (normal distribution), or "rcauchy"
(Cauchy distribution). The loc and scale arguments are numeric inputs. By default, the
setup employs a uniform distribution with a location parameter of 1 and a scale parameter
of 0.25, adhering to the default settings in the OpenMx package (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin
et al. 2015; Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020). The OKStatus argument is an integer vector that
defines the acceptable solution of the optimizer status code, with its default value being 0,
indicating a successful optimization without error returns. The paramOut argument specifies
whether the point estimates and standard errors of the free and additional non-estimable
parameters will be extracted from the optimized mxModel. Parameter names provided by the
names argument must be supplied if paramOut = TRUE.

4.2. Function getLCSM()

The call of getLCSM() is

getLCSM(dat, t_var, y_var, curveFun, intrinsic = TRUE, records, growth_TIC =

NULL, starts = NULL, res_scale = NULL, tries = NULL, OKStatus = 0, jitterD =

"runif", loc = 1, scale = 0.25, paramOut = FALSE, names = NULL).

The arguments in getLCSM() mirror those in getLGCM(), with a notable distinction in the
curveFun argument, which supports different functional forms for getLCSM(): nonparametric,
quadratic, negative exponential, and Jenss-Bayley curves.

4.3. Function getTVCmodel()

The call of getTVCmodel() is

getTVCmodel(dat, t_var, y_var, curveFun, intrinsic = TRUE, records, y_model,

TVC, decompose, growth_TIC = NULL, starts = NULL, res_scale = NULL, res_cor

= NULL, tries = NULL, OKStatus = 0, jitterD = "runif", loc = 1, scale = 0.25,

paramOut = FALSE, names = NULL).

In comparison to the getLGCM() and getLGCM() functions, the getTVCmodel() function in-
corporates four additional arguments: y_model, TVC, decompose, and res_cor. Specifically,
the y_model argument establishes the model describing longitudinal outcome change patterns,
provideing options ‘LGCM’ and ‘LCSM’. For example, if y_model = "LGCM" is specified, a
LGCM will be fit to capture these change patterns. The TVC and records arguments together
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define the column names for the TVC over time. For example, to specify four repeated TVC
measurements, x1, x2, x3, and x4, one should set TVC = "x". The decompose argument, an
integer, indicates the decomposing option, with supported values of 0 (adding a TVC directly),
1 (adding a decomposed TVC with interval-specified slopes), 2 (adding a decomposed TVC
with interval-specified changes), and 3 (adding a decomposed TVC with change from baseline
values). If starts = NULL, res_scale must be specified, and its configuration is contingent
upon the modeling context. For models where the longitudinal outcome directly regresses
on the TVC, res_scale should be a single numeric value, indicating the initial proportion
of variance in the longitudinal outcome that the growth factors do not capture. Conversely,
when the longitudinal outcome is regressed on a decomposed TVC, res_scale requires a
two-element numeric vector, detailing the unexplained variance proportions for longitudinal
outcome and the TVC. In this latter scenario, res_cor must also be specified to denote the
initial residual correlation between the two longitudinal variables.

4.4. Function getMGM()

The call of getMGM() is

getMGM(dat, t_var, y_var, curveFun, intrinsic = TRUE, records, y_model, starts

= NULL, res_scale = NULL, res_cor = NULL, tries = NULL, OKStatus = 0, jitterD =

"runif", loc = 1, scale = 0.25, paramOut = FALSE, names = NULL).

In the getMGM() function, parameters are akin to those found in the three preceding func-
tions but have been adapted to accommodate multiple longitudinal outcomes. In contrast
to the scenario of univariate longitudinal processes where y_var (t_var) and records are
each represented by a single character string or a numeric vector, the analysis of multivariate
longitudinal processes necessitates their specification as a vector of character strings and a list
of numeric vectors, respectively. The length of y_var, t_var, and records must be identical,
as it reflects the number of longitudinal processes being analyzed simultaneously within the
multivariate model. Each element in y_var, in conjunction with the relevant index vector
from the records argument, defines the repeated measurements for the associated longitu-
dinal outcome. Similarly, each t_var element, when paired with the corresponding index
vector from the records argument, establishes the measurement occasions for the respec-
tive longitudinal outcome. This configuration enables the getMGM() function to effectively
analyze multiple longitudinal processes simultaneously while retaining flexibility in model
specification. Suppose the input data contains two longitudinal processes: (1) Y1, Y2, Y4,
and Y5 recorded at T1, T2, T4, and T5, and (2) Z1, Z3, Z4, and Z5 recorded at T1, T3, T4,
and T5. To analyze this bivariate longitudinal process using all available data, one needs
to set y_var = c("Y", "Z"), t_var = c("T", "T"), and records = list(c(1:2, 4:5),

c(1, 3:5)). The res_scale argument in the getMGM() function should maintain a length
identical to that of y_var, t_var, and records, as it represents a numeric vector where each
value delineates the proportion of unexplained variance in the corresponding longitudinal pro-
cess attributable to the growth factors to derive initial values of the corresponding residual
variance. In addition, res_cor provides the initial value(s) of the residual correlation(s) of
any two longitudinal processes under investigation.

4.5. Function getMediation()

The call of getMediation() is
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getMediation(dat, t_var, y_var, m_var, x_type, x_var, curveFun, records, starts

= NULL, res_scale = NULL, res_cor = NULL, tries = NULL, OKStatus = 0, jitterD =

"runif", loc = 1, scale = 0.25, paramOut = FALSE, names = NULL).

In the getMediation() function, the y_var and m_var arguments, in conjunction with
records, determine the column names for the longitudinal outcome and the longitudinal
mediator, respectively. This function accommodates both baseline and longitudinal predic-
tors, specified by x_type = "baseline" and x_type = "longitudinal". For a longitudinal
mediation model with a baseline predictor, a two-element character vector is required for
the t_var argument, while a list containing two numeric vectors is needed for the records

argument, specifying the measurement times for the outcome and mediator. In a model with
a longitudinal predictor, an additional numeric vector for the records argument is necessary,
allowing the x_var argument and the third numeric vector to define the column names of the
predictors. The t_var argument then requires an extra element, along with the third numeric
vector of the records argument, to delineate the column names of measurement occasions of
the longitudinal predictor. Similarly, the res_scale argument should contain two elements
for a model with a baseline predictor and three elements for a model with a longitudinal
predictor.

4.6. Function getMGroup()

The call of getMGroup() is

getMGroup(dat, grp_var, sub_Model, t_var, records, y_var, curveFun, intrinsic

= NULL, y_model = NULL, m_var = NULL, x_type = NULL, x_var = NULL, TVC = NULL,

decompose = NULL, growth_TIC = NULL, starts = NULL, res_scale = NULL, res_cor

= NULL, tries = NULL, OKStatus = 0, jitterD = "runif", loc = 1, scale = 0.25,

paramOut = FALSE, names = NULL).

The getMGroup() function necessitates the inclusion of two supplementary arguments, grp_var
and sub_Model. The grp_var argument specifies the column name representing the mani-
fest group. This enables the determination of the number of manifest groups present in
the model. The sub_Model argument allows for the selection of a single-group model (i.e.,
LGCMs, LCSMs, TVC models, MGMs, or longitudinal mediation models) to be incorporated
as a submodel. The remaining arguments are comparable to those detailed in Subsections
4.1-4.5. To address group-specific specifications, the getMGroup() function requires that ar-
guments associated with initial value derivation (i.e., starts, res_scale, and res_cor) be
structured as a list of inputs corresponding to the relevant single-group model.

4.7. Function getMIX()

The call of getMIX() is

getMIX(dat, prop_starts, sub_Model, cluster_TIC = NULL, t_var, y_var, curveFun,

intrinsic = NULL, records, y_model = NULL, m_var = NULL, x_var = NULL, x_type =

NULL, TVC = NULL, decompose = NULL, growth_TIC = NULL, starts = NULL, res_scale

= NULL, res_cor = NULL, tries = NULL, OKStatus = 0, jitterD = "runif", loc = 1,

scale = 0.25, paramOut = FALSE, names = NULL).

The implementation of getMIX() calls for three additional arguments: prop_starts, sub_Model,
and cluster_TIC. The prop_starts argument specifies the initial proportions for each latent
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class in the mixture model. The length of this argument indicates the number of latent classes
and the sum of these elements totaling 1. The sub_Model argument allows users to select a
single-group model (i.e., LGCMs, LCSMs, TVC models, MGMs, or longitudinal mediation
models) for integration as a submodel within the mixture model. The cluster_TIC argument
designates the TICs, if any, to be included in the model to inform cluster formation. By de-
fault, it is set to NULL, indicating that no cluster TICs are incorporated in the fitted mixture
model. Analogous to the getMGroup() function, the remaining arguments are consistent with
those outlined in Subsections 4.1-4.5. The getMIX() function necessitates that arguments
about initial value derivation (i.e., starts, res_scale, and res_cor) be formatted as a list
of inputs corresponding to the respective single-group model to accommodate class-specific
specifications.

4.8. Initial Values

Iterative estimation algorithms necessitate initialization using a set of initial values for the pa-
rameter space Θ. Selecting suitable initial values improves the likelihood of model convergence
and reduces computational burdens. In each estimation function, the starts argument dic-
tates the algorithm’s initialization process. The estimation functions provided in the nlpsem
package allow for user-specified initial values or derive them from raw data. As the longitu-
dinal models in nlpsem are centered around the concept of ‘growth factors’ that are latent
variables, the most crucial step in deriving initial values involves calculating these growth
factors for each individual from raw data. The derivation algorithm may differ based on the
target being a single-group, multiple-group, or mixture model. For single-group models, ‘raw’
growth factors of each longitudinal process are derived by fitting a linear regression using
lm() for linear functions or fitting a nonlinear regression with nls() for nonlinear functions
for each individual.

Subsequent steps depend on the model specification. For models without covariates or medi-
ators, estimation functions compute the mean values and variance-covariance matrix of these
‘raw’ growth factors. When evaluating the impacts of TICs, estimation functions further ini-
tialize path coefficients that quantify such impacts by regressing ‘raw’ growth factors on the
TICs. In cases assessing the effect of a TVC, the longitudinal outcome is further regressed
on the corresponding TVC measurement. When examining the effect of a decomposed TVC,
baseline and temporal effects are separately initialized by regressing the ‘raw’ growth factors
on the initial trait and regressing the longitudinal outcome on the corresponding temporal
state. In longitudinal mediation models, path coefficients’ initialization occurs stepwise. First,
the mediator’s ‘raw’ growth factors are regressed on predictor-related parameters, followed by
regressing the outcome’s ‘raw’ growth factors on both predictor and mediator-related param-
eters. Direct initialization of residual variances and covariances from raw data is unfeasible,
so estimation functions necessitate user-provided information via the res_scale and res_cor

arguments.

For multiple-group models, the procedure above is executed for each manifested group. In
mixture models, the K-means algorithm is initially performed with a pre-specified number
of latent classes, assigning individuals to clusters. The procedure is then conducted for each
latent class using the assigned labels.

4.9. Additional Non-estimable Parameters
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The nlpsem package streamlines the estimation of non-estimable parameters by utilizing the
mxAlgebra() and mxSE() functions within the OpenMx package. Specifically, mxAlgebra()
outlines the derivation of additional parameters from free parameters, computing point esti-
mates, while mxSE() generates the corresponding standard errors based on the (multivariate)
delta method (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin et al. 2015; Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020). The
seven estimation functions introduced earlier accommodate four categories of non-estimable
parameters. Firstly, as discussed in Subsection 2.1, when analyzing a bilinear spline growth
curve model with an unknown knot, a reparameterization process is essential to unify the
pre- and post-knot expressions. However, such reparameterized parameters are not directly
tied to developmental theory and consequently lack meaningful interpretations. The nlpsem
package integrates the inverse transformation functions and matrices developed in Liu et al.
(2021a) and Liu and Perera (2021) to derive parameters of the LGCM and its multivariate
version with the bilinear spline functional form in their original form.

Second, as introduced in Subsection 2.2, one advantage of employing the LCSM is that it
enables the estimation of means and variances of interval-specific slopes, interval-specific
changes, and change-from-baseline values for a longitudinal outcome. These means and vari-
ances can also be considered additional parameters. Thirdly, the package incorporates pa-
rameters of conditional distributions for models involving covariates (and a mediator). For
example, in an LGCM with a TIC, the estimated parameters related to the longitudinal
outcome are the vector of growth factor intercepts and the unexplained variance-covariance
structure of the growth factors, as indicated in Equation 3. In practice, the mean vector of
growth factors conditional on the TIC holds greater interest since these coefficients directly
pertain to developmental theory. Therefore, nlpsem facilitates the derivation of parameters
for such conditional distributions. Finally, the fourth category of additional parameters in-
cludes the indirect and total effects of the predictor on the outcome generated by longitudinal
mediation models.

5. Post-fit Computations

The nlpsem package provides a comprehensive set of post-fit computations, analyses, and
evaluations applicable to all seven estimation functions. However, certain analyses, such
as posterior classification, the enumeration process, and the computation of latent kappa
statistics (Dumenci 2011; Dumenci, Perera, Keefe, Ang, Slover, Jensen, and Riddle 2019), are
specifically tailored to mixture models. This section presents an overview of these post-fit
analyses and their applications.

5.1. Statistical Significance: Wald p-values and Confidence Intervals

It is essential to obtain p-values and confidence intervals to quantify the uncertainty of esti-
mates. Similar to the OpenMx package, the nlpsem package produces point estimates and
standard errors for each estimable or derived parameter by default. Additionally, nlpsem pro-
vides the getEstimateStats() function, allowing for the evaluation of Wald p-values (Wald
1943) and confidence intervals. While generating p-values is not the primary focus of OpenMx,
the getEstimateStats() function provides an algorithm to derive the z-score and associated
p-value for each parameter based on the corresponding point estimate and standard error,
with the assumption that the sampling distribution of the estimate is approximately normal.
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Furthermore, getEstimateStats() allows for three types of confidence intervals: Wald con-
fidence intervals (Casella and Berger 2002), likelihood-based confidence intervals (also known
as ‘likelihood profile confidence intervals’) (Madansky 1965; Matthews 1988), and bootstrap
confidence intervals (Efron and Tibshirani 1994, Chapter 12). Wald confidence intervals re-
quire the assumption of asymptotic normal distribution, while likelihood-based and bootstrap
confidence intervals relax this assumption. Specifically, likelihood-based confidence intervals
rely on the asymptotic chi-square distribution of the log-likelihood ratio test statistic, and
bootstrap confidence intervals depend on resampling distributions. The getEstimateStats()
function produces likelihood-based and bootstrap confidence intervals using OpenMx built-in
functions, mxCI() and mxBootstrap(), respectively (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin et al. 2015;
Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020). Both functions require an optimized mxModel object as
input, seamlessly integrating with the nlpsem package to provide comprehensive statistical
information for users.

The call of getEstimateStats() is

getEstimateStats(model = NULL, est_in, p_values = TRUE, CI = TRUE, CI_type =

"Wald", rep = NA, conf.level = 0.95).

The getEstimateStats() function takes several arguments, including model, an optimized
mxModel object; est_in, a data frame comprising point estimates and standard errors of
parameters for which users aim to derive p-values and/or confidence intervals; p_values,
a logical value denoting whether to generate p-values (default is TRUE); CI, a logical value
denoting whether to generate confidence intervals (default is TRUE); CI_type, a character
string indicating the type of confidence interval (default is "Wald"); conf.level, a numeric
value representing the desired probability for the confidence interval (default is 0.95); and rep,
a numeric value specifying the number of resampling instances when constructing bootstrap
CIs (default is NA).

By default, the function generates p-values and Wald confidence intervals for the param-
eters enumerated in the est_in argument without requiring an input of the model argu-
ment. The CI_type argument enables users to designate alternative confidence intervals, such
as likelihood-based intervals (CI_type = "likelihood") or bootstrap intervals (CI_type =

"bootstrap"). When specifying these two types of confidence intervals, the model argument
is mandatory, and the getEstimateStats() function generates the corresponding confidence
intervals for all free parameters. Additionally, rep must be specified when constructing boot-
strap CIs.

5.2. Model Selection between Intrinsically Nonlinear Longitudinal Models and Their
Parsimonious Alternatives

As detailed in Section 2, fitting intrinsically nonlinear longitudinal models within the SEM
framework necessitates linearizing functional forms through Taylor series expansion. These
linearizations provide valuable insights, especially when estimating individual growth rate
parameters, individual growth acceleration parameters, or individual knots in the context of
developmental theory. However, it is essential to balance the benefits of these intricate models
against the interpretability and feasibility of their simpler counterparts. Specifically, before
delving into the parameters of such complex models, researchers must ascertain if a more
straightforward version—with fixed growth rates, growth accelerations, or knots—serves as
an adequate alternative. Often, this decision is influenced by both the research’s focus and
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the available statistical evidence. To aid in this decision-making, the nlpsem package provides
tools grounded in statistical principles. One can compare an intrinsically nonlinear longitudi-
nal model with its parsimonious version using the likelihood ratio test (LRT), given that the
simpler model is nested within the more complex one. Our getLRT() function, leveraging the
capabilities of the mxCompare() function in OpenMx, facilitates these comparisons. What
sets mxCompare() apart from other R functions like lrtest from lmtest is its ability to con-
duct bootstrap likelihood ratio tests. This feature is particularly valuable as it enhances the
p-value’s accuracy, especially when the standard assumptions of the LRT might be challenged
(Feng and McCulloch 1996).

The call of getLRT() is

getLRT(full, reduced, boot = FALSE, rep = NA).

The getLRT() function is tailored to compare a full model (e.g., an intrinsically nonlinear
longitudinal model) with its parsimonious counterpart and accepts the following arguments:
full, the mxModel object of the full model; reduced, the mxModel object of the reduced
model; boot, a logical value indicating whether to use the bootstrap resampling distribution
to compute the p-value; and rep, an integer specifying the number of replications employed
to approximate the bootstrap distribution. By default, the function does not utilize the
bootstrap distribution to compute the p-value, but users can enable this by setting boot =

TRUE. When employing the bootstrap distribution, the rep argument governs the number of
replications for approximating the distribution, with a default value of NA.

5.3. Derivation of Individual Factor Scores

As previously introduced, one of the primary goals in analyzing longitudinal data is to explore
between-individual differences in within-individual changes. In the context of longitudinal
processes within the SEM framework, these between-individual differences are represented
by the variance of growth factors. For instance, using the point estimate and associated
standard error of a growth factor variable, a researcher may perform a Wald test to determine
whether the variability is significantly greater than 0. If it is found to be significant, a
natural follow-up question arises as to whether a value for each individual can be derived.
Such individual values in the SEM framework are referred to as factor scores, indicating an
individual’s relative position or standing on a latent variable. The getIndFS() function,
built upon the OpenMx function mxFactorScores() (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin et al. 2015;
Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020), facilitates the estimation of factor scores for all specified
latent variables. Note that this function is capable of calculating factor scores for both free
latent variables (e.g., growth factors) and derived latent variables (e.g., interval-specific slopes,
interval-specific changes, and change from baseline). The function getIndFS() generates
factor scores and their standard errors for each latent variable.

The call of getIndFS() is

getIndFS(model, FS_type = "Regression").

The getIndFS() function is designed to calculate or estimate factor scores, along with their
associated standard errors, for an optimized model obtained from the nlpsem package. This
function provides three options for the type of factor scores to compute by interfacing with
the mxFactorScores() function in the OpenMx package, including ML (maximum likelihood),
WeightedML (weighted maximum likelihood), and Regression (Neale et al. 2016; Pritikin
et al. 2015; Hunter 2018; Boker et al. 2020).
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The Regression method, which is the default option of the getIndFS() function, generates
factor scores using a general linear prediction formula that predicts the factor scores from
the non-missing manifest variables for each row of the raw data. In contrast, both ML and
WeightedML methods create a new model for each data row and estimate factor scores as
free parameters in a model with a single data row. The ML method optimizes the conditional
likelihood of the data given the factor scores, while the WeightedML method optimizes the
joint likelihood of the data and factor scores, taking the latent variable distribution into
account during their estimation. More technical details regarding the pros and cons of each
method of obtaining factor scores are well-documented in earlier studies, such as Priestley
and Subba Rao (1975); Estabrook and Neale (2013).

5.4. Posterior Classification

An essential post-fit evaluation of a mixture model involving latent classes is a posterior
classification to compute a vector of probabilities, which helps determine the probability of
each individual belonging to each latent class. This posterior classification is grounded in the
Bayes rule. Assuming a mixture model does not contain a time-invariant covariate (TIC) that
indicates class components, the posterior probabilities can be calculated as follows

p(lci = g) =
π(lci = g)× p(sub-model|lci = g)∑G
g=1 π(lci = g)× p(sub-model|lci = g)

. (21)

On the other hand, if a mixture model contains TICs that indicate class components, the
posterior probabilities can be computed as

p(lci = g) =
π(lci = g|xgi)× p(sub-model|lci = g)∑G
g=1 π(lci = g|xgi)× p(sub-model|lci = g)

. (22)

The call of getPosterior() is

getPosterior(model, nClass, label = FALSE, cluster_TIC = NULL).

The getPosterior() function facilitates the calculation of posterior probabilities for each
individual’s membership in latent classes of an optimized mixture model with OpenMx. This
function accepts four arguments: model, an optimized mixture model; nClass, representing
the number of latent classes specified for the model; label, a boolean flag indicating whether
the dataset contains true labels (default is FALSE); and cluster_TIC, specifying the column
index of time-invariant covariates that inform class formation in the observed data, when
applicable (default is NULL, signifying that no TICs indicating class components are included
in the mixture model).

Upon execution, the function returns an object comprising the following slots: (1) a matrix
of posterior probabilities for each individual, (2) a vector of cluster memberships, (3) the
entropy of the input model, and (4) the accuracy value of the input model if the true labels
are available.

5.5. Model Selection and Enumeration Process with Summary Tables

The nlpsem package provides the getSummary() function to facilitate model comparison and
selection based on estimated likelihood and information criteria such as Akaike Information
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Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). This function is an alternative
to the likelihood ratio test provided by the getLRT() function, particularly when the models
under comparison are not nested. The getSummary() function streamlines the model selection
and comparison process across various scenarios.

The getSummary() function is capable of generating a summary table for any optimized
models fitted by the estimation functions provided by nlpsem. However, it is essential to
ensure that comparisons are fair and meaningful by comparing models with only one distinct
aspect. For instance, comparing a series of LGCMs without any covariates but with different
functional forms is appropriate, as it helps in selecting the optimal functional form3. In this
context, the summary table generated by getSummary() presents a comprehensive overview
of each model’s performance, including the number of free parameters, estimated likelihood,
AIC, BIC, and residual variances. Such information allows researchers to make informed
decisions, for example, the most suitable functional form for their data from the statistical
perspective.

Another practical application of getSummary() is in the enumeration process. Within the
SEM literature, the enumeration process for mixture models is typically performed in an
exploratory fashion. This process involves fitting a series of candidate models, including a
single-group model and the corresponding mixture models with different numbers of latent
classes. The ‘best’ model and the optimal number of latent classes are then determined using
statistical criteria such as the BIC (Nylund, Asparouhov, and Muthén 2007). Following the
SEM literature convention, it is recommended to conduct the enumeration process without
including any covariates to prevent potential confounding effects (Diallo, Morin, and Lu 2017;
Nylund-Gibson and Masyn 2016). For multivariate longitudinal outcomes, the enumeration
process can be conducted either collectively across all outcomes or individually for each out-
come. When considering multivariate longitudinal outcomes collectively in the enumeration
process, models with fewer latent classes tend to be selected, as the BIC penalizes model
complexity. On the other hand, executing the enumeration process independently for each
outcome allows for the identification of the optimal number of latent classes specific to each
longitudinal trajectory. Ultimately, the decision regarding the number of latent classes for a
multivariate longitudinal model should be empirically based (Liu and Perera 2022b).

The call of getSummary() is

getSummary(model_list, HetModels = FALSE).

The getSummary() function is developed for facilitating the process of model comparison and
selection, taking in two arguments: model_list and HetModels. The model_list argument
is expected to be a list of optimized models from nlpsem. These models should be compa-
rable for meaningful comparisons, exhibiting differences in only one aspect. The HetModels

argument, a logical value, denotes whether a model within the model_list incorporates het-
erogeneous classes. When HetModels is set to TRUE, the function outputs a summary table
that accentuates the enumeration process, which includes a comparison of single-group models
and respective mixture models with varying quantities of latent classes.

5.6. Visualization of Estimated Growth Curves and Growth Changes Over Time

The nlpsem package provides getFigure() function to facilitate the visualization of (class-

3Note that comparing an LGCM with a linear functional form and TICs to an LGCM with a quadratic
functional form but no TICs is not meaningful, as the models differ in more than one aspect.
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specific) estimated growth status and changes over time.

The call of getFigure() is

getFigure(model, nClass = NULL, cluster_TIC = NULL, grp_var = NULL, sub_Model,

y_var, curveFun, y_model = NULL, t_var, records, m_var = NULL, x_type = NULL,

x_var = NULL, xstarts, xlab = "Time", outcome = "Process").

The getFigure() function incorporates multiple arguments the same as those utilized in the
estimation functions. For instance, the sub_Model argument allows users to select a (class-
specific) model. Note that getFigure() generates estimated growth curves when sub_model

= "LGCM" or y_model = "LGCM". Conversely, it provides estimated growth rates and changes
from baseline when sub_model = "LCSM" or y_model = "LCSM".

In addition to the arguments shared with the estimation functions, getFigure() also includes
three supplementary arguments: xstarts, xlab, and outcome. The xstarts argument signi-
fies the onset of the longitudinal study, enabling the provision of interpretable estimates. On
the other hand, xlab and outcome are used for labeling the generated figures. To elaborate,
xlab represents the unit of the time structure, while outcome denotes the name(s) of the
longitudinal processes. For example, should the data record the time unit in months, then
xlab should be assigned as xlab = "Month". If the model scrutinizes two longitudinal pro-
cesses, such as the advancement of reading and math abilities, the outcome argument should
be configured as outcome = c("Reading Ability", "Math Ability"). This ensures that
the labels on the generated figures are both pertinent, thereby aiding their interpretation.

5.7. Latent Kappa Statistic

The latent kappa statistic (Dumenci 2011) is a measure designed to quantify the agreement
between latent groups. While the kappa statistic is commonly used to assess inter-rater re-
liability for manifested categorical variables, the latent kappa statistic focuses on evaluating
agreement for latent categorical variables. Recent research has extended this metric to assess
the agreement between latent class assignments across various clustering algorithms. Such
applications include evaluating the agreement between cluster assignments based on different
longitudinal outcomes (Dumenci et al. 2019; Liu and Perera 2022b), assessing the impact of
TICs on latent class assignments (Liu and Perera 2022c), and examining the effects of con-
sidering multiple longitudinal outcomes in the clustering algorithm on clustering results (Liu
and Perera 2022b). The nlpsem package provides the getLatentKappa() function to facilitate
comparisons between clustering algorithms. This function enables researchers to assess the
consistency of latent class assignments, providing valuable insights into the robustness of clus-
tering results and facilitating a more accurate evaluation and interpretation of heterogeneity
among individuals.

The call of getLatentKappa() is

getLatentKappa(label1, label2, conf.level = 0.95).

The getLatentKappa() function accepts three arguments: label1, label2, and conf.level.
The label1 and label2 arguments represent the latent class assignments determined by the
first and second clustering algorithms, respectively. Meanwhile, the conf.level argument
indicates the probability for confidence intervals associated with the kappa statistic.
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6. Tutorial: Synthetic Examples

6.1. Example Data

The nlpsem package incorporates a sample dataset, RMS_dat, obtained from the publicly
accessible segment of the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study, Kindergarten Class of 2010-
11 (ECLS-K:2011). This study, conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES), spanned nine rounds of data collection from the fall of 2010 to the spring of 2016. The
ECLS-K:2011 dataset provides comprehensive information about children’s early life experi-
ences, encompassing aspects such as health, developmental milestones, educational progress,
and experiences leading up to kindergarten4.

The RMS_dat dataset consists of 500 observations spanning 49 variables, thereby capturing
a broad spectrum of factors pertinent to early childhood education research. These include
variables related to academic performance, such as reading, mathematics, and science scores
across all study waves, as well as demographic and environmental variables like age-in-month
at each study wave, sex, race, family income, and others. Additionally, the dataset incor-
porates teacher evaluations of children’s behavioral and learning traits, such as approach to
learning, self-control, interpersonal skills, and attention focus. The dataset underwent care-
ful preprocessing for computation and interpretation purposes. We conducted three main
preprocessing procedures. First, we set the initial time point to zero across all time-varying
measurements. This manipulation enables the initial status estimates to be interpreted as the
values corresponding to the onset of the study. We implemented this in R, modifying each
measurement occasion (T1 through T9) by subtracting the initial time point (T1). Second, we
standardized the time-invariant covariates (TICs) to expedite computational processes. For
this, we employed the scale() function in R, which centers these variables around a mean of
zero and scales them to have a standard deviation of one. In addition, we standardized the
time-varying covariate (TVC), in this case, the reading scores at each time point (R1 through
R9). Following the approach outlined by Liu (2022a); Liu and Perera (2023b), we calculated
the mean and variance of the baseline reading scores (R1) and used these baseline parameters
to standardize the reading scores across all time points.

R> library(nlpsem)

R> # Load ECLS-K (2011) data

R> data("RMS_dat")

R> RMS_dat0 <- RMS_dat

R> # Re-baseline the data so that the estimated initial status is for the

R> # starting point of the study

R> baseT <- RMS_dat0$T1; xstarts <- mean(baseT)

R> RMS_dat0$T1 <- RMS_dat0$T1 - baseT

R> RMS_dat0$T2 <- RMS_dat0$T2 - baseT

R> RMS_dat0$T3 <- RMS_dat0$T3 - baseT

R> RMS_dat0$T4 <- RMS_dat0$T4 - baseT

R> RMS_dat0$T5 <- RMS_dat0$T5 - baseT

4The dataset supplied in this package has been formatted only for demonstration purposes and does not
include the original survey weights. Thus, researchers intending to perform in-depth analyses should resort to
the entire dataset on the NCES data products page and ensure the appropriate use of complex survey weights.
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R> RMS_dat0$T6 <- RMS_dat0$T6 - baseT

R> RMS_dat0$T7 <- RMS_dat0$T7 - baseT

R> RMS_dat0$T8 <- RMS_dat0$T8 - baseT

R> RMS_dat0$T9 <- RMS_dat0$T9 - baseT

R> # Standardize time-invariant covariates (TICs)

R> ## ex1 and ex2 are standardized growth TICs in models

R> RMS_dat0$ex1 <- scale(RMS_dat0$Approach_to_Learning)

R> RMS_dat0$ex2 <- scale(RMS_dat0$Attention_focus)

R> ## gx1 and gx2 are standardized cluster TICs in models

R> RMS_dat0$gx1 <- scale(RMS_dat0$INCOME)

R> RMS_dat0$gx2 <- scale(RMS_dat0$EDU)

R> # Standardize time-varying covariate (TVC)

R> BL_mean <- mean(RMS_dat0[, "R1"])

R> BL_var <- var(RMS_dat0[, "R1"])

R> RMS_dat0$Rs1 <- (RMS_dat0$R1 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> RMS_dat0$Rs2 <- (RMS_dat0$R2 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> RMS_dat0$Rs3 <- (RMS_dat0$R3 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> RMS_dat0$Rs4 <- (RMS_dat0$R4 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> RMS_dat0$Rs5 <- (RMS_dat0$R5 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> RMS_dat0$Rs6 <- (RMS_dat0$R6 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> RMS_dat0$Rs7 <- (RMS_dat0$R7 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> RMS_dat0$Rs8 <- (RMS_dat0$R8 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> RMS_dat0$Rs9 <- (RMS_dat0$R9 - BL_mean)/sqrt(BL_var)

R> head(RMS_dat0)

## ID R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7

## 14 10000014 61.0533 71.0552 78.5028 109.9882 112.6338 119.0805 131.0204

## 29 10000029 58.7342 63.3107 87.4390 108.3098 117.8031 124.4843 123.0577

## 47 10000047 51.5844 66.6677 67.5425 81.5954 92.1793 104.7755 112.0417

## 66 10000066 53.6920 61.6393 74.8572 91.1721 105.4468 122.3648 126.2234

## 95 10000095 54.8889 73.2573 77.7501 107.0961 113.7871 108.4502 127.0300

## 129 10000129 91.2245 107.1388 120.3719 136.5753 137.1338 139.9153 140.1828

## R8 R9 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

## 14 143.4052 137.0652 51.2953 50.6399 57.3925 80.1414 85.2682 94.1731

## 29 126.5784 137.9527 44.1411 54.3557 64.7107 82.9958 83.2294 106.2275

## 47 121.5341 140.2891 30.9925 44.7628 47.0755 57.7788 66.8194 78.5502

## 66 141.0226 148.8337 24.6459 47.0937 56.6954 69.5438 76.1157 86.6673

## 95 132.5852 136.9246 29.6065 50.2221 61.0513 81.7005 77.4089 95.1059

## 129 152.3430 155.9560 60.4633 74.5698 82.6556 83.0306 110.9810 119.8762

## M7 M8 M9 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

## 14 106.1280 115.0474 125.8766 24.6497 30.4830 32.3496 40.9454 46.5182 65.5331

## 29 123.4263 132.7925 127.5096 35.8322 43.7028 40.6455 47.7815 53.1821 60.4607

## 47 94.3809 99.7010 115.3470 41.2768 46.7668 42.0820 43.3976 55.4341 73.3641

## 66 122.5060 118.6628 131.0051 43.2319 53.8406 59.3788 56.0984 61.3869 77.8254

## 95 109.7579 118.7727 120.9763 43.4005 46.8256 50.2495 47.4000 55.3191 68.1581

## 129 119.4172 122.1821 136.5360 47.8725 63.9814 66.4430 68.9873 73.0444 78.6502

## S8 S9 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 SEX RACE
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## 14 69.0916 75.9290 0 4.08 10.36 18.12 23.91 29.69 39.03 54.05 65.07 1 1

## 29 77.6913 68.3381 0 5.76 11.54 17.46 23.28 29.92 41.00 53.92 65.89 2 1

## 47 80.3503 82.6842 0 6.02 11.77 17.73 23.77 29.73 42.51 53.53 64.57 1 1

## 66 79.7523 86.9595 0 6.68 11.94 18.12 23.94 30.51 43.53 54.61 67.50 1 3

## 95 58.9861 82.4376 0 5.29 11.74 17.95 23.90 30.31 42.41 53.43 67.43 2 1

## 129 82.9082 89.5211 0 5.69 11.94 17.62 24.07 29.62 41.66 53.56 65.56 2 8

## LOCALE INCOME SCHOOL_TYPE Approach_to_Learning Self_control Interpersonal

## 14 2 17 1 3.1667 3.6667 3.2

## 29 1 8 1 2.8571 3.0000 3.2

## 47 1 17 1 2.5714 3.5000 4.0

## 66 1 18 2 2.2857 3.0000 3.2

## 95 2 16 1 3.5714 3.5000 3.4

## 129 4 18 1 3.7143 3.3333 3.2

## External_prob_Behavior Internal_prob_Behavior Attention_focus

## 14 1.0 1.00 5.5000

## 29 2.0 1.00 6.0000

## 47 1.6 1.00 4.5000

## 66 1.6 1.25 4.8333

## 95 1.0 1.00 5.5000

## 129 1.0 1.00 7.0000

## Inhibitory_Ctrl EDU ex1 ex2 gx1 gx2

## 14 6.8000 5 0.1827911 0.51616548 0.9808159 -0.1505668

## 29 4.3333 5 -0.3144371 0.92312846 -0.7372345 -0.1505668

## 47 2.6667 5 -0.7732811 -0.29776049 0.9808159 -0.1505668

## 66 3.5000 6 -1.2321251 -0.02647897 1.1717104 0.3513226

## 95 6.0000 6 0.8327532 0.51616548 0.7899214 0.3513226

## 129 6.0000 8 1.0622555 1.73705443 1.1717104 1.3551014

## Rs1 Rs2 Rs3 Rs4 Rs5 Rs6 Rs7 Rs8

## 14 0.48312698 1.3656884 2.022860 4.801112 5.034558 5.603411 6.656981 7.749808

## 29 0.27849104 0.6823186 2.811385 4.653011 5.490694 6.080239 5.954357 6.265021

## 47 -0.35240288 0.9785382 1.055730 2.295749 3.229666 4.341147 4.982312 5.819915

## 66 -0.16642957 0.5348353 1.701175 3.140791 4.400382 5.893216 6.233696 7.539568

## 95 -0.06081585 1.5600004 1.956442 4.545915 5.136325 4.665400 6.304870 6.795058

## 129 3.14541497 4.5496829 5.717363 7.147141 7.196423 7.441861 7.465465 8.538474

## Rs9

## 14 7.190370

## 29 7.268682

## 47 7.474845

## 66 8.228815

## 95 7.177963

## 129 8.857282

6.2. getLGCM() Examples

The function getLGCM() applies latent growth curve models (LGCMs) to illustrate mathe-
matics development through linear-linear trajectories without the inclusion of any covariates.
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In this section, we fit two distinct models: intrinsically nonlinear (i.e., a linear-linear function
with a random knot) and its parsimonious counterpart (i.e., a linear-linear function with a
fixed knot). We performed a likelihood ratio test as part of this demonstration. This sta-
tistical comparison allows us to ascertain whether the parsimonious model can serve as an
effective substitute for the more complex model without a significant compromise in fit or
information conveyance. In addition, we visualized the estimated developmental statuses of
mathematics ability for both models (refer to Figure 1a). As indicated in Figure 1b, both
LGCMs successfully capture the underlying patterns of mathematics development. However,
when utilizing AIC, BIC, or the likelihood ratio test as comparative metrics, the intrinsically
nonlinear model appears as a superior fit for the development of mathematics ability.

R> mxOption(model = NULL, key = "Default optimizer", "CSOLNP", reset = FALSE)

R> # LGCM_TICs, Bilinear Spline Functional Form, Random knot

R> Math_LGCM_BLS_f <- getLGCM(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = "T", y_var = "M", curveFun = "bilinear spline",

R> + intrinsic = TRUE, records = 1:9, growth_TIC = NULL, res_scale = 0.1

R> + )@mxOutput

R> # LGCM_TICs, Bilinear Spline Functional Form, Fixed knot

R> Math_LGCM_BLS_r <- getLGCM(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = "T", y_var = "M", curveFun = "bilinear spline",

R> + intrinsic = FALSE, records = 1:9, growth_TIC = NULL, res_scale = 0.1

R> + )@mxOutput

R> # Perform LRT to compare two models

R> getLRT(full = Math_LGCM_BLS_f, reduced = Math_LGCM_BLS_r, boot = FALSE,

R> + rep = NA)

R> # Figure of Growth Status for LGCM_TICs, Bilinear Spline Functional Form,

R> # Random knot

R> Figure1 <- getFigure(

R> + model = Math_LGCM_BLS_f, nClass = NULL, cluster_TIC = NULL, sub_Model = "LGCM",

R> + y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS", y_model = "LGCM", t_var = "T", records = 1:9,

R> + m_var = NULL, x_var = NULL, x_type = NULL, xstarts = xstarts, xlab = "Month",

R> + outcome = "Mathematics"

R> + )

R> show(Figure1) ## See Figure 1(a) in the manuscript

R> # Figure of Growth Status for LGCM_TICs, Bilinear Spline Functional Form,

R> # Fixed knot

R> Figure2 <- getFigure(

R> + model = Math_LGCM_BLS_r, nClass = NULL, cluster_TIC = NULL, sub_Model = "LGCM",

R> + y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS", y_model = "LGCM", t_var = "T", records = 1:9,

R> + m_var = NULL, x_var = NULL, x_type = NULL, xstarts = xstarts, xlab = "Month",

R> + outcome = "Mathematics"

R> + )

R> show(Figure2) ## See Figure 1(b) in the manuscript

## # of Free Param -2loglik Degree of Freedom Diff in loglik

## Full Model 15 31261.60 4485 NA

## Reduced Model 11 31347.39 4489 85.78891
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## Diff in DoF p.values AIC BIC

## Full Model NA <NA> 31291.60 31354.82

## Reduced Model 4 <0.0001 31369.39 31415.75
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Figure 1: Estimated Development Status of Mathematics Ability from Latent Growth Curve
Models

6.3. getLCSM() Examples

The function getLCSM() demonstrates reading development employing latent change score
models (LCSMs) with a nonparametric functional form. In this section, we implement two
models: one without any covariates and the other incorporating two standardized growth time-
invariant covariates (TICs), specifically the baseline teacher-reported approach to learning
and attentional focus. In addition to these model fits, we provide a summary table for both
models and compute p-values and confidence intervals for the model incorporating growth
TICs. Furthermore, we present visualizations of the estimated change-from-baseline and
growth rate for the model without TICs in Figure 2.

R> mxOption(model = NULL, key = "Default optimizer", "CSOLNP", reset = FALSE)

R> # LCSM, Nonparametric Functional Form

R> paraNonP_LCSM <- c(

R> + "mueta0", "mueta1", paste0("psi", c("00", "01", "11")), paste0("rel_rate", 2:8),

R> + "residuals", paste0("slp_val_est", 1:8), paste0("slp_var_est", 1:8),

R> + paste0("chg_inv_val_est", 1:8), paste0("chg_inv_var_est", 1:8),

R> + paste0("chg_bl_val_est", 1:8), paste0("chg_bl_var_est", 1:8)

R> + )

R> Read_LCSM_NonP <- getLCSM(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = "T", y_var = "R", curveFun = "nonparametric",

R> + intrinsic = FALSE, records = 1:9, growth_TIC = NULL, res_scale = 0.1,

R> + paramOut = TRUE, names = paraNonP_LCSM

R> + )@mxOutput
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R> # LCSM_TIC, Nonparametric Functional Form

R> paraNonP_LCSM_TIC <- c(

R> + "alpha0", "alpha1", paste0("psi", c("00", "01", "11")), paste0("rel_rate", 2:8),

R> + "residuals", paste0("beta1", c(0:1)), paste0("beta2", c(0:1)),

R> + paste0("mux", 1:2), paste0("phi", c("11", "12", "22")), "mueta0", "mueta1",

R> + paste0("slp_val_est", 1:8), paste0("slp_var_est", 1:8),

R> + paste0("chg_inv_val_est", 1:8), paste0("chg_inv_var_est", 1:8),

R> + paste0("chg_bl_val_est", 1:8), paste0("chg_bl_var_est", 1:8)

R> + )

R> Read_LCSM_NonP_TIC <- getLCSM(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = "T", y_var = "R", curveFun = "nonparametric",

R> + intrinsic = FALSE, records = 1:9, growth_TIC = c("ex1", "ex2"), res_scale = 0.1,

R> + paramOut = TRUE, names = paraNonP_LCSM_TIC

R> + )

R> Read_LCSM_NonP_TIC_o <- Read_LCSM_NonP_TIC@mxOutput

R> Read_LCSM_NonP_TIC_e <- Read_LCSM_NonP_TIC@Estimates

R> # Get summary of two LCSMs with Nonparametric Functional Form

R> getSummary(model_list = list(Read_LCSM_NonP, Read_LCSM_NonP_TIC_o))

R> # Figure of LCSM, Nonparametric Functional Form

R> Figure3 <- getFigure(

R> + model = Read_LCSM_NonP, sub_Model = "LCSM", y_var = "R", curveFun = "NonP",

R> + y_model = "LCSM", t_var = "T", records = 1:9, xstarts = xstarts, xlab = "Month",

R> + outcome = "Reading"

R> + )

R> show(Figure3) ## See Figures 2(a) and 2(b) in the manuscript

R> # Three types of confidence intervals of LCSM_TIC, Nonparametric Functional Form

R> mxOption(model = NULL, key = "Default optimizer", "SLSQP", reset = FALSE)

R> set.seed(20181022)

R> getEstimateStats(

R> + model = Read_LCSM_NonP_TIC_o, est_in = Read_LCSM_NonP_TIC_e,

R> + CI_type = "all", rep = 1000

R> + )

## Model No_Params -2ll AIC BIC Y_residuals

## 1 Model1 13 32288.39 32314.39 32369.18 45.1379

## 2 Model2 22 34575.48 34619.48 34712.20 45.1411

## An object of class "StatsOutput"

## Slot "wald":

## Estimate SE p.value wald_lbound wald_ubound

## alpha0 55.5596 0.6005 <0.0001 54.3826 56.7366

## alpha1 2.3772 0.0724 <0.0001 2.2353 2.5191

## psi00 136.1660 9.8748 <0.0001 116.8117 155.5203

## psi01 -1.1696 0.2349 <0.0001 -1.6300 -0.7092

## psi11 0.1076 0.0113 <0.0001 0.0855 0.1297

## rel_rate2 0.7137 0.0435 <0.0001 0.6284 0.7990

## rel_rate3 1.2059 0.0459 <0.0001 1.1159 1.2959
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## rel_rate4 0.5228 0.0339 <0.0001 0.4564 0.5892

## rel_rate5 0.6870 0.0339 <0.0001 0.6206 0.7534

## rel_rate6 0.2888 0.0174 <0.0001 0.2547 0.3229

## rel_rate7 0.2923 0.0170 <0.0001 0.2590 0.3256

## rel_rate8 0.2570 0.0166 <0.0001 0.2245 0.2895

## residuals 45.1411 1.0797 <0.0001 43.0249 47.2573

## beta10 2.8588 0.8811 0.0012 1.1319 4.5857

## beta11 -0.0307 0.0273 0.2608 -0.0842 0.0228

## beta20 2.1026 0.8775 0.0166 0.3827 3.8225

## beta21 0.0440 0.0273 0.1070 -0.0095 0.0975

## mux1 0.0000 0.0447 >0.9999 -0.0876 0.0876

## mux2 0.0000 0.0447 >0.9999 -0.0876 0.0876

## phi11 0.9980 0.0631 <0.0001 0.8743 1.1217

## phi12 0.7759 0.0565 <0.0001 0.6652 0.8866

## phi22 0.9980 0.0631 <0.0001 0.8743 1.1217

## mueta0 55.5595 0.6359 <0.0001 54.3132 56.8058

## mueta1 2.3772 0.0724 <0.0001 2.2353 2.5191

## slp_val_est1 2.3772 0.0724 <0.0001 2.2353 2.5191

## slp_val_est2 1.6966 0.0700 <0.0001 1.5594 1.8338

## slp_val_est3 2.8666 0.0684 <0.0001 2.7325 3.0007

## slp_val_est4 1.2427 0.0721 <0.0001 1.1014 1.3840

## slp_val_est5 1.6331 0.0651 <0.0001 1.5055 1.7607

## slp_val_est6 0.6866 0.0362 <0.0001 0.6156 0.7576

## slp_val_est7 0.6950 0.0349 <0.0001 0.6266 0.7634

## slp_val_est8 0.6111 0.0352 <0.0001 0.5421 0.6801

## slp_var_est1 0.1076 0.0113 <0.0001 0.0855 0.1297

## slp_var_est2 0.0548 0.0065 <0.0001 0.0421 0.0675

## slp_var_est3 0.1565 0.0156 <0.0001 0.1259 0.1871

## slp_var_est4 0.0294 0.0042 <0.0001 0.0212 0.0376

## slp_var_est5 0.0508 0.0060 <0.0001 0.0390 0.0626

## slp_var_est6 0.0090 0.0012 <0.0001 0.0066 0.0114

## slp_var_est7 0.0092 0.0012 <0.0001 0.0068 0.0116

## slp_var_est8 0.0071 0.0010 <0.0001 0.0051 0.0091

## chg_inv_val_est1 13.8240 0.4211 <0.0001 12.9987 14.6493

## chg_inv_val_est2 9.9338 0.4097 <0.0001 9.1308 10.7368

## chg_inv_val_est3 17.7667 0.4237 <0.0001 16.9363 18.5971

## chg_inv_val_est4 7.0613 0.4099 <0.0001 6.2579 7.8647

## chg_inv_val_est5 10.4670 0.4172 <0.0001 9.6493 11.2847

## chg_inv_val_est6 7.9308 0.4186 <0.0001 7.1104 8.7512

## chg_inv_val_est7 8.3602 0.4203 <0.0001 7.5364 9.1840

## chg_inv_val_est8 7.3259 0.4215 <0.0001 6.4998 8.1520

## chg_inv_var_est1 3.6401 0.3829 <0.0001 2.8896 4.3906

## chg_inv_var_est2 1.8796 0.2218 <0.0001 1.4449 2.3143

## chg_inv_var_est3 6.0125 0.5980 <0.0001 4.8404 7.1846

## chg_inv_var_est4 0.9498 0.1368 <0.0001 0.6817 1.2179

## chg_inv_var_est5 2.0868 0.2456 <0.0001 1.6054 2.5682

## chg_inv_var_est6 1.1981 0.1623 <0.0001 0.8800 1.5162
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## chg_inv_var_est7 1.3313 0.1751 <0.0001 0.9881 1.6745

## chg_inv_var_est8 1.0223 0.1471 <0.0001 0.7340 1.3106

## chg_bl_val_est1 13.8240 0.4211 <0.0001 12.9987 14.6493

## chg_bl_val_est2 23.7578 0.4419 <0.0001 22.8917 24.6239

## chg_bl_val_est3 41.5246 0.4908 <0.0001 40.5626 42.4866

## chg_bl_val_est4 48.5858 0.5144 <0.0001 47.5776 49.5940

## chg_bl_val_est5 59.0528 0.5565 <0.0001 57.9621 60.1435

## chg_bl_val_est6 66.9836 0.5901 <0.0001 65.8270 68.1402

## chg_bl_val_est7 75.3438 0.6287 <0.0001 74.1116 76.5760

## chg_bl_val_est8 82.6698 0.6637 <0.0001 81.3690 83.9706

## chg_bl_var_est1 3.6401 0.3829 <0.0001 2.8896 4.3906

## chg_bl_var_est2 10.7512 0.9991 <0.0001 8.7930 12.7094

## chg_bl_var_est3 32.8437 2.9315 <0.0001 27.0981 38.5893

## chg_bl_var_est4 44.9637 3.9800 <0.0001 37.1630 52.7644

## chg_bl_var_est5 66.4238 5.8517 <0.0001 54.9547 77.8929

## chg_bl_var_est6 85.4633 7.4952 <0.0001 70.7730 100.1536

## chg_bl_var_est7 108.1279 9.4500 <0.0001 89.6062 126.6496

## chg_bl_var_est8 130.1774 11.3692 <0.0001 107.8942 152.4606

##

## Slot "likelihood":

## Estimate lik_lbound lik_ubound

## beta01 2.8588 1.1069 4.6111

## beta11 -0.0307 -0.0847 0.0205

## beta02 2.1026 0.3505 3.8544

## beta12 0.0440 -0.0073 0.0980

## Y_rel_rate2 0.7137 0.6318 0.8034

## Y_rel_rate3 1.2059 1.1198 1.3007

## Y_rel_rate4 0.5228 0.4581 0.5913

## Y_rel_rate5 0.6870 0.6227 0.7562

## Y_rel_rate6 0.2888 0.2555 0.3241

## Y_rel_rate7 0.2923 0.2599 0.3268

## Y_rel_rate8 0.2571 0.2253 0.2905

## Y_residuals 45.1411 43.0795 47.3331

## phi1 0.9980 0.8833 1.1334

## phi2 0.7759 0.6730 0.8963

## phi3 0.9980 0.8833 1.1334

## Y_psi00 136.1660 118.2743 157.2625

## Y_psi01 -1.1696 -1.5725 -0.7773

## Y_psi11 0.1076 0.0876 0.1316

## mux1 0.0000 -0.0877 0.0877

## mux2 0.0000 -0.0877 0.0877

## Y_mueta0 55.5596 54.3749 56.7388

## Y_mueta1 2.3772 2.2348 2.5198

##

## Slot "bootstrap":

## Estimate boot_lbound boot_ubound

## beta01 2.8588 1.1640 4.4200
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## beta11 -0.0307 -0.0845 0.0170

## beta02 2.1026 0.4246 3.7234

## beta12 0.0440 -0.0150 0.1022

## Y_rel_rate2 0.7137 0.6476 0.7835

## Y_rel_rate3 1.2059 1.1188 1.2912

## Y_rel_rate4 0.5228 0.4618 0.5840

## Y_rel_rate5 0.6870 0.6259 0.7470

## Y_rel_rate6 0.2888 0.2566 0.3236

## Y_rel_rate7 0.2923 0.2642 0.3214

## Y_rel_rate8 0.2570 0.2304 0.2871

## Y_residuals 45.1411 42.3520 48.0030

## phi1 0.9980 0.8918 1.1049

## phi2 0.7759 0.6696 0.8801

## phi3 0.9980 0.8759 1.1089

## Y_psi00 136.1660 106.7621 166.3167

## Y_psi01 -1.1696 -1.9469 -0.5296

## Y_psi11 0.1076 0.0857 0.1321

## mux1 0.0000 -0.0878 0.0811

## mux2 0.0000 -0.0881 0.0864

## Y_mueta0 55.5596 54.6802 56.5723

## Y_mueta1 2.3772 2.2658 2.4974
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Figure 2: Latent Change Score Models with Nonparametric Function for Reading Ability

Figures 2a and 2b depict the estimated values for both change-from-baseline and interval-
specific growth rates, both of which are derived from the estimated growth factors. It is
important to note that the estimated growth factors from the model integrating growth TICs
are conditional on these TICs, thus differing from the model excluding growth TICs. Exam-
ining the summary table output reveals that Model 1 (the nonparametric LCSM excluding
growth TICs) exhibits a smaller estimated likelihood, AIC, and BIC compared to Model 2
(the nonparametric LCSM including two growth TICs). However, this difference does not
inherently signify that Model 1 outperforms Model 2, given that the data employed to fit
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both models vary. When setting CI_type = "all" in the getEstimateStats() function,
it generates three tables corresponding to Wald, likelihood-based, and bootstrap confidence
intervals. Note that the function generates likelihood-based and bootstrap confidence in-
tervals solely for free parameters, while it provides Wald confidence intervals for both free
parameters and those that cannot be estimated. These non-estimable parameters include the
conditional mean values of the growth factors, the means and variances of interval-specific
slopes, interval-specific changes, and the amounts of change from baseline.

6.4. getTVCmodel() Examples

The function getTVCmodel() is implemented to construct univariate longitudinal outcome
models with a time-varying covariate (TVC). It exemplifies the latent growth curve model
with an intrinsically linear-linear functional form for mathematics development while simulta-
neously examining the impact of reading ability on mathematics development over time. This
section contains the fitting of two distinct models. Both models view reading ability as the
TVC and the baseline teacher-reported approach to learning as the time-invariant covariate
(TIC). However, the first model directly incorporates the TVC, while the second introduces
a decomposed TVC, partitioned into the baseline value and a set of interval-specific slopes.
Alongside these model fittings, we computed p-values and Wald confidence intervals for the
model incorporating the decomposed TVC. We provide plots of the estimated growth status
of mathematics development for both models, demonstrated in Figures 3a and 3b.

R> mxOption(model = NULL, key = "Default optimizer", "CSOLNP", reset = FALSE)

R> # LGCM with TVC and TICs, Bilinear Spline Functional Form (random knot)

R> set.seed(20191029)

R> Math_TVC_BLS_f <- getTVCmodel(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = "T", y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS", intrinsic = TRUE,

R> + records = 1:9, y_model = "LGCM", TVC = "Rs", decompose = 0, growth_TIC = "ex1",

R> + res_scale = 0.1, tries = 10

R> + )@mxOutput

R> # LGCM with decomposed TVC and TICs, Bilinear Spline Functional Form (random knot)

R> paraBLS_TVC.f <- c(

R> + "Y_alpha0", "Y_alpha1", "Y_alpha2", "Y_alphag",

R> + paste0("Y_psi", c("00", "01", "02", "0g", "11", "12", "1g", "22", "2g", "gg")),

R> + "Y_residuals", "X_mueta0", "X_mueta1", paste0("X_psi", c("00", "01", "11")),

R> + paste0("X_rel_rate", 2:8), paste0("X_abs_rate", 1:8), "X_residuals",

R> + paste0("betaTIC", c(0:2, "g")), paste0("betaTVC", c(0:2, "g")), "muTIC", "phiTIC",

R> + "Y_mueta0", "Y_mueta1", "Y_mueta2", "Y_mu_knot", "covBL", "kappa", "Cov_XYres"

R> + )

R> set.seed(20191029)

R> Math_TVCslp_BLS_f <- getTVCmodel(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = "T", y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS", intrinsic = TRUE,

R> + records = 1:9, y_model = "LGCM", TVC = "Rs", decompose = 1, growth_TIC = "ex1",

R> + res_scale = c(0.1, 0.1), res_cor = 0.3, tries = 10, paramOut = TRUE,

R> + names = paraBLS_TVC.f

R> + )

R> Math_TVCslp_BLS_f_o <- Math_TVCslp_BLS_f@mxOutput
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R> Math_TVCslp_BLS_f_e <- Math_TVCslp_BLS_f@Estimates

R> # Get Wald confidence intervals for LGCM with decomposed TVC and TICs, Bilinear

R> # Spline Functional Form (random knot)

R> getEstimateStats(est_in = Math_TVCslp_BLS_f_e, CI_type = "Wald")

R> # Figure of LGCM with TVC and TICs, Bilinear Spline Functional Form (random knot)

R> Figure4 <- getFigure(

R> + model = Math_TVC_BLS_f, sub_Model = "TVC", y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS",

R> + y_model = "LGCM", t_var = "T", records = 1:9, xstarts = xstarts, xlab = "Month",

R> + outcome = "Mathematics"

R> + )

R> # Figure of LGCM with decomposed TVC and TICs, Bilinear Spline Functional Form

R> # (random knot)

R> Figure5 <- getFigure(

R> + model = Math_TVCslp_BLS_f_o, sub_Model = "TVC", y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS",

R> + y_model = "LGCM", t_var = "T", records = 1:9, xstarts = xstarts, xlab = "Month",

R> + outcome = "Mathematics"

R> + )

R> show(Figure4) ## See Figure 3(a) in the manuscript

R> show(Figure5) ## See Figure 3(b) in the manuscript

## An object of class "StatsOutput"

## Slot "wald":

## Estimate SE p.value wald_lbound wald_ubound

## Y_alpha0 37.1157 0.4057 <0.0001 36.3205 37.9109

## Y_alpha1 1.7073 0.0171 <0.0001 1.6738 1.7408

## Y_alpha2 0.6839 0.0157 <0.0001 0.6531 0.7147

## Y_alphag 37.9199 0.5011 <0.0001 36.9378 38.9020

## Y_psi00 47.2134 4.1851 <0.0001 39.0108 55.4160

## Y_psi01 -0.1004 0.1358 0.4597 -0.3666 0.1658

## Y_psi02 -0.1912 0.1246 0.1249 -0.4354 0.0530

## Y_psi0g -4.4622 3.6339 0.2195 -11.5845 2.6601

## Y_psi11 0.0845 0.0083 <0.0001 0.0682 0.1008

## Y_psi12 -0.0015 0.0055 0.7851 -0.0123 0.0093

## Y_psi1g -0.7959 0.1853 <0.0001 -1.1591 -0.4327

## Y_psi22 0.0231 0.0079 0.0035 0.0076 0.0386

## Y_psi2g -0.3249 0.1777 0.0675 -0.6732 0.0234

## Y_psigg 42.3164 6.7900 <0.0001 29.0082 55.6246

## Y_residuals 28.3922 0.8032 <0.0001 26.8180 29.9664

## X_mueta0 0.0093 0.0556 0.8672 -0.0997 0.1183

## X_mueta1 0.2086 0.0058 <0.0001 0.1972 0.2200

## X_psi00 1.2124 0.0857 <0.0001 1.0444 1.3804

## X_psi01 -0.0065 0.0017 0.0001 -0.0098 -0.0032

## X_psi11 0.0007 0.0001 <0.0001 0.0005 0.0009

## X_rel_rate2 0.6947 0.0384 <0.0001 0.6194 0.7700

## X_rel_rate3 1.2479 0.0431 <0.0001 1.1634 1.3324

## X_rel_rate4 0.4903 0.0303 <0.0001 0.4309 0.5497

## X_rel_rate5 0.7110 0.0330 <0.0001 0.6463 0.7757
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## X_rel_rate6 0.2823 0.0169 <0.0001 0.2492 0.3154

## X_rel_rate7 0.3019 0.0168 <0.0001 0.2690 0.3348

## X_rel_rate8 0.2568 0.0165 <0.0001 0.2245 0.2891

## X_abs_rate1 0.2086 0.0058 <0.0001 0.1972 0.2200

## X_abs_rate2 0.1449 0.0055 <0.0001 0.1341 0.1557

## X_abs_rate3 0.2603 0.0055 <0.0001 0.2495 0.2711

## X_abs_rate4 0.1023 0.0057 <0.0001 0.0911 0.1135

## X_abs_rate5 0.1483 0.0055 <0.0001 0.1375 0.1591

## X_abs_rate6 0.0589 0.0032 <0.0001 0.0526 0.0652

## X_abs_rate7 0.0630 0.0031 <0.0001 0.0569 0.0691

## X_abs_rate8 0.0536 0.0031 <0.0001 0.0475 0.0597

## X_residuals 0.3587 0.0088 <0.0001 0.3415 0.3759

## betaTIC0 0.9665 0.3904 0.0133 0.2013 1.7317

## betaTIC1 0.0099 0.0169 0.5580 -0.0232 0.0430

## betaTIC2 -0.0175 0.0165 0.2889 -0.0498 0.0148

## betaTICg 0.0593 0.4690 0.8994 -0.8599 0.9785

## betaTVC0 7.6231 0.3796 <0.0001 6.8791 8.3671

## betaTVC1 0.0708 0.0168 <0.0001 0.0379 0.1037

## betaTVC2 -0.0289 0.0158 0.0674 -0.0599 0.0021

## betaTVCg -1.5263 0.4644 0.0010 -2.4365 -0.6161

## muTIC 0.0000 0.0447 >0.9999 -0.0876 0.0876

## phiTIC 0.9980 0.0631 <0.0001 0.8743 1.1217

## Y_mueta0 37.1868 0.5447 <0.0001 36.1192 38.2544

## Y_mueta1 1.7079 0.0171 <0.0001 1.6744 1.7414

## Y_mueta2 0.6836 0.0157 <0.0001 0.6528 0.7144

## Y_mu_knot 37.9057 0.5006 <0.0001 36.9245 38.8869

## covBL 0.4000 0.0523 <0.0001 0.2975 0.5025

## kappa 21.3467 1.2692 <0.0001 18.8591 23.8343

## Cov_XYres 0.5510 0.0619 <0.0001 0.4297 0.6723

##

## Slot "likelihood":

## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows

##

## Slot "bootstrap":

## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows

The model outputs highlight the merits of incorporating a decomposed time-varying covariate
(TVC) into the analysis. First, the decomposed TVC enables the examination of the baseline
and temporal effects of reading ability on mathematics development. According to the model
results, the baseline effect of reading ability on the early-stage development of mathematics
ability stands at 0.0708. This implies that for every standardized unit increase in baseline
reading ability, the growth rate of mathematics ability before Grade 3 increases 0.0708. The
temporal effect of reading ability on mathematics ability is reported to be 21.3467. This
suggests, for instance, that the final mathematics score in the spring semester of Grade 1 in-
creases by 21.3467 for each standardized unit growth in the reading ability growth rate within
that semester. Secondly, the decomposed model facilitates the exploration of the relationship
between the TVC baseline value and the TIC. For example, the covariance between read-
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(b) Inclusion of a Decomposed TVC

Figure 3: Latent Growth Curve Models with Bilinear Spline Function (Random Knots) for
Mathematics Ability (TVC: Standardized Reading Ability over Time; Growth TIC: Teacher-
reported Approach)

ing ability and the teacher-reported approach to learning was 0.4000 at the inception of the
ECLS-K: 2011 study. More importantly, as displayed in Figure 3, incorporating a TVC into a
longitudinal model tends to result in underestimated growth factors and growth trajectories
since the longitudinal outcome is regressed on the TVC (or its temporal states). However,
the extent of underestimation is noticeably less in the model with a decomposed TVC (Figure
3b) compared to the model where the TVC is directly integrated (Figure 3a).

6.5. getMGM() Examples

The getMGM() function is designed to construct a multivariate growth model (MGM) to ana-
lyze the development of reading and mathematics abilities and the correlations between these
two developmental processes over time. In addition to the model fitting, we compute p-values
and Wald confidence intervals for this bivariate longitudinal model. We present visualizations
of the estimated growth trajectories for both reading and mathematics abilities in Figures
4a and 4b. Apart from the growth factors associated with each univariate developmental
process, this constructed model enables us to estimate the covariances between the growth
factors of different outcomes and the residual covariance. As demonstrated in the output,
the relationships between the developmental processes of the two abilities are positive, evi-
denced by positive intercept-intercept (YZ psi00, p-value < 0.0001) and pre-knot slope-slope
(YZ psi11, p-value < 0.0001) covariances. This suggests that students who demonstrated
a higher reading ability at the inception of the ECLS-K:2011 study also tended to exhibit
a higher level of mathematics ability and vice versa. Similarly, students with more rapid
growth in reading ability during the early stage were generally associated with more rapid
development in mathematics ability, and vice versa.

R> mxOption(model = NULL, key = "Default optimizer", "CSOLNP", reset = FALSE)

R> # Multivariate Latent Growth Curve Model, Bilinear Spline (random knot)

R> paraBLS_PLGCM_f <- c(
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R> + "Y_mueta0", "Y_mueta1", "Y_mueta2", "Y_knot",

R> + paste0("Y_psi", c("00", "01", "02", "0g", "11", "12", "1g", "22", "2g", "gg")),

R> + "Y_res",

R> + "Z_mueta0", "Z_mueta1", "Z_mueta2", "Z_knot",

R> + paste0("Z_psi", c("00", "01", "02", "0g", "11", "12", "1g", "22", "2g", "gg")),

R> + "Z_res",

R> + paste0("YZ_psi", c(c("00", "10", "20", "g0", "01", "11", "21", "g1",

R> + "02", "12", "22", "g2", "0g", "1g", "2g", "gg"))),

R> + "YZ_res"

R> + )

R> RM_PLGCM.f <- getMGM(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = c("T", "T"), y_var = c("R", "M"), curveFun = "BLS",

R> + intrinsic = TRUE, records = list(1:9, 1:9), y_model = "LGCM", res_scale =

R> + c(0.1, 0.1), res_cor = 0.3, paramOut = TRUE, names = paraBLS_PLGCM_f

R> + )

R> RM_PLGCM.f_o <- RM_PLGCM.f@mxOutput

R> RM_PLGCM.f_e <- RM_PLGCM.f@Estimates

R> # Get Wald confidence intervals of the constructed model

R> getEstimateStats(est_in = RM_PLGCM.f_e, CI_type = "Wald")

R> # Figure of the constructed model

R> Figure6 <- getFigure(

R> + model = RM_PLGCM.f_o, sub_Model = "MGM", y_var = c("R", "M"), curveFun = "BLS",

R> + y_model = "LGCM", t_var = c("T", "T"), records = list(1:9, 1:9), xstarts =

R> + xstarts, xlab = "Month", outcome = c("Reading", "Mathematics")

R> + )

R> show(Figure6) ## See Figures 4(a) and 4(b) in the manuscript

## An object of class "StatsOutput"

## Slot "wald":

## Estimate SE p.value wald_lbound wald_ubound

## ...

## YZ_psi00 88.5558 7.5042 <0.0001 73.8478 103.2638

## YZ_psi10 1.5594 0.3149 <0.0001 0.9422 2.1766

## YZ_psi20 -0.6429 0.1454 <0.0001 -0.9279 -0.3579

## YZ_psig0 -15.3384 3.4818 <0.0001 -22.1626 -8.5142

## YZ_psi01 0.6831 0.2057 0.0009 0.2799 1.0863

## YZ_psi11 0.0687 0.0108 <0.0001 0.0475 0.0899

## YZ_psi21 0.0018 0.0047 0.7017 -0.0074 0.0110

## YZ_psig1 -0.2231 0.1141 0.0505 -0.4467 0.0005

## YZ_psi02 -0.4524 0.1882 0.0162 -0.8213 -0.0835

## YZ_psi12 -0.0188 0.0094 0.0455 -0.0372 -0.0004

## YZ_psi22 0.0018 0.0046 0.6956 -0.0072 0.0108

## YZ_psig2 0.2468 0.1194 0.0387 0.0128 0.4808

## YZ_psi0g -18.8062 5.1876 0.0003 -28.9737 -8.6387

## YZ_psi1g 0.1887 0.2711 0.4864 -0.3426 0.7200

## YZ_psi2g 0.1961 0.1280 0.1255 -0.0548 0.4470

## YZ_psigg -1.6773 3.8826 0.6657 -9.2871 5.9325
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## YZ_res 7.6825 0.7061 <0.0001 6.2986 9.0664

##

## Slot "likelihood":

## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows

##

## Slot "bootstrap":

## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows
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Figure 4: Multivariate Latent Growth Curve Models with Bilinear Spline Function (Random
Knots) for Reading Ability and Mathematics Ability

6.6. getMediation() Examples

The getMediation() function is deployed to build a longitudinal mediation model. In this
section, we set up two such models. The first model, employing a linear-linear functional
form and a baseline predictor, was designed to analyze how the baseline approach to learning
influences mathematics development via the mediation of reading ability development. Con-
versely, the second model, also adopting a linear-linear functional form but with a longitudinal
predictor, examined how the developmental trajectory of reading ability influences the devel-
opmental process of science ability via the mediation of mathematics ability development.
Both models are substantiated with p-values and Wald confidence intervals.

R> mxOption(model = NULL, key = "Default optimizer", "CSOLNP", reset = FALSE)

R> # Longitudinal Mediation Model with Baseline Predictor, Bilinear Spline

R> paraMed2_BLS <- c(

R> + "muX", "phi11", "alphaM1", "alphaMr", "alphaM2", "mugM",

R> + paste0("psi", c("M1M1", "M1Mr", "M1M2", "MrMr", "MrM2", "M2M2"), "_r"),

R> + "alphaY1", "alphaYr", "alphaY2", "mugY",

R> + paste0("psi", c("Y1Y1", "Y1Yr", "Y1Y2", "YrYr", "YrY2", "Y2Y2"), "_r"),

R> + paste0("beta", rep(c("M", "Y"), each = 3), rep(c(1, "r", 2), 2)),

R> + paste0("beta", c("M1Y1", "M1Yr", "M1Y2", "MrYr", "MrY2", "M2Y2")),
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R> + "muetaM1", "muetaMr", "muetaM2", "muetaY1", "muetaYr", "muetaY2",

R> + paste0("Mediator", c("11", "1r", "12", "rr", "r2", "22")),

R> + paste0("total", c("1", "r", "2")),

R> + "residualsM", "residualsY", "residualsYM"

R> + )

R> RM_BLS_LGCM <- getMediation(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = rep("T", 2), y_var = "M", m_var = "R", x_type =

R> + "baseline", x_var = "ex1", curveFun = "BLS", records = list(1:9, 1:9),

R> + res_scale = c(0.1, 0.1),

R> + res_cor = 0.3, paramOut = TRUE, names = paraMed2_BLS

R> + )

R> # Get Wald confidence intervals for the constructed model

R> getEstimateStats(est_in = RM_BLS_LGCM@Estimates, CI_type = "Wald")

R> # Longitudinal Mediation Model with Longitudinal Predictor, Bilinear Spline

R> paraMed3_BLS <- c(

R> + "muetaX1", "muetaXr", "muetaX2", "mugX",

R> + paste0("psi", c("X1X1", "X1Xr", "X1X2", "XrXr", "XrX2", "X2X2")),

R> + "alphaM1", "alphaMr", "alphaM2", "mugM",

R> + paste0("psi", c("M1M1", "M1Mr", "M1M2", "MrMr", "MrM2", "M2M2"), "_r"),

R> + "alphaY1", "alphaYr", "alphaY2", "mugY",

R> + paste0("psi", c("Y1Y1", "Y1Yr", "Y1Y2", "YrYr", "YrY2", "Y2Y2"), "_r"),

R> + paste0("beta", c("X1Y1", "X1Yr", "X1Y2", "XrYr", "XrY2", "X2Y2",

R> + "X1M1", "X1Mr", "X1M2", "XrMr", "XrM2", "X2M2",

R> + "M1Y1", "M1Yr", "M1Y2", "MrYr", "MrY2", "M2Y2")),

R> + "muetaM1", "muetaMr", "muetaM2", "muetaY1", "muetaYr", "muetaY2",

R> + paste0("mediator", c("111", "11r", "112", "1rr", "1r2", "122", "rr2",

R> + "r22", "rrr", "222")),

R> + paste0("total", c("11", "1r", "12", "rr", "r2", "22")),

R> + "residualsX", "residualsM", "residualsY",

R> + "residualsMX", "residualsYX", "residualsYM"

R> + )

R> set.seed(20191029)

R> RMS_BLS_LGCM <- getMediation(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = rep("T", 3), y_var = "S", m_var = "M", x_type =

R> + "longitudinal",

R> + x_var = "R", curveFun = "bilinear spline", records = list(2:9, 1:9, 1:9),

R> + res_scale = c(0.1, 0.1, 0.1), res_cor = c(0.3, 0.3), tries = 10, paramOut =

R> + TRUE, names = paraMed3_BLS)

R> # Get Wald confidence intervals for the constructed model

R> getEstimateStats(est_in = RMS_BLS_LGCM@Estimates, CI_type = "Wald")

## An object of class "StatsOutput"

## Slot "wald":

## Estimate SE p.value wald_lbound wald_ubound

## ...

## betaM1 0.0623 0.0231 0.0070 0.0170 0.1076

## betaMr 5.5471 0.6945 <0.0001 4.1859 6.9083
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## betaM2 -0.0468 0.0118 0.0001 -0.0699 -0.0237

## betaY1 0.0149 0.0139 0.2837 -0.0123 0.0421

## betaYr 1.2907 0.5133 0.0119 0.2847 2.2967

## betaY2 -0.0212 0.0135 0.1163 -0.0477 0.0053

## betaM1Y1 0.3807 0.0317 <0.0001 0.3186 0.4428

## betaM1Yr 0.1206 0.9362 0.8975 -1.7143 1.9555

## betaM1Y2 0.0548 0.0505 0.2779 -0.0442 0.1538

## betaMrYr 0.7277 0.0309 <0.0001 0.6671 0.7883

## betaMrY2 -0.0012 0.0020 0.5485 -0.0051 0.0027

## betaM2Y2 0.4813 0.1434 0.0008 0.2002 0.7624

## ...

## Mediator11 0.0237 0.0090 0.0085 0.0061 0.0413

## Mediator1r 0.0075 0.0585 0.8980 -0.1072 0.1222

## Mediator12 0.0034 0.0034 0.3173 -0.0033 0.0101

## Mediatorrr 4.0368 0.5298 <0.0001 2.9984 5.0752

## Mediatorr2 -0.0066 0.0111 0.5521 -0.0284 0.0152

## Mediator22 -0.0225 0.0088 0.0106 -0.0397 -0.0053

## total1 0.0386 0.0156 0.0133 0.0080 0.0692

## totalr 5.3350 0.6953 <0.0001 3.9722 6.6978

## total2 -0.0469 0.0133 0.0004 -0.0730 -0.0208

## ...

##

## Slot "likelihood":

## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows

##

## Slot "bootstrap":

## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows

## An object of class "StatsOutput"

## Slot "wald":

## Estimate SE p.value wald_lbound wald_ubound

## ...

## betaX1Y1 0.3987 0.0313 <0.0001 0.3374 0.4600

## betaX1Yr 0.6677 1.2151 0.5827 -1.7139 3.0493

## betaX1Y2 0.0653 0.0571 0.2528 -0.0466 0.1772

## betaXrYr 0.7445 0.0347 <0.0001 0.6765 0.8125

## betaXrY2 -0.0020 0.0023 0.3845 -0.0065 0.0025

## betaX2Y2 0.4755 0.1700 0.0052 0.1423 0.8087

## betaX1M1 0.1540 0.0371 <0.0001 0.0813 0.2267

## betaX1Mr 4.4495 1.2668 0.0004 1.9666 6.9324

## betaX1M2 -0.1999 0.0700 0.0043 -0.3371 -0.0627

## betaXrMr 0.1960 0.0348 <0.0001 0.1278 0.2642

## betaXrM2 0.0090 0.0028 0.0013 0.0035 0.0145

## betaX2M2 0.8529 0.1818 <0.0001 0.4966 1.2092

## betaM1Y1 0.2718 0.0541 <0.0001 0.1658 0.3778

## betaM1Yr -2.6244 1.5247 0.0852 -5.6128 0.3640

## betaM1Y2 0.0092 0.0928 0.9210 -0.1727 0.1911
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## betaMrYr 0.2927 0.0367 <0.0001 0.2208 0.3646

## betaMrY2 0.0028 0.0024 0.2433 -0.0019 0.0075

## betaM2Y2 0.3738 0.1587 0.0185 0.0628 0.6848

...

## mediator111 0.1084 0.0229 <0.0001 0.0635 0.1533

## mediator11r -1.0462 0.6148 0.0888 -2.2512 0.1588

## mediator112 0.0037 0.0370 0.9203 -0.0688 0.0762

## mediator1rr 0.1954 0.3497 0.5763 -0.4900 0.8808

## mediator1r2 0.0019 0.0039 0.6261 -0.0057 0.0095

## mediator122 0.0244 0.0269 0.3644 -0.0283 0.0771

## mediatorrr2 0.2179 0.0308 <0.0001 0.1575 0.2783

## mediatorr22 0.0021 0.0018 0.2433 -0.0014 0.0056

## mediatorrrr -0.0008 0.0010 0.4237 -0.0028 0.0012

## mediator222 0.1777 0.0713 0.0127 0.0380 0.3174

## total11 0.2624 0.0273 <0.0001 0.2089 0.3159

## total1r 3.5987 1.2804 0.0049 1.0892 6.1082

## total12 -0.1700 0.0633 0.0072 -0.2941 -0.0459

## totalrr 0.4140 0.0339 <0.0001 0.3476 0.4804

## totalr2 0.0103 0.0024 <0.0001 0.0056 0.0150

## total22 1.0306 0.1773 <0.0001 0.6831 1.3781

## ...

##

## Slot "likelihood":

## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows

##

## Slot "bootstrap":

## data frame with 0 columns and 0 rows

Similar to the MGMs, these longitudinal models can estimate the growth trajectories for each
univariate development and the relationship among these processes over time. However, the
relationships between these processes are captured by the coefficients of unidirectional paths.
For example, the output from the first model indicates that the baseline approach to learning
exerts a positive influence on the growth rate of reading (betaM1, p-value = 0.0070) during
the early developmental stage, as well as reading (betaMr, p-value < 0.0001) and mathematics
ability at the knot (betaYr, p-value = 0.0119). Additionally, the impact of reading ability on
mathematics ability during the early stage is also positive (betaM1Y1, p-value < 0.0001).

By using these path coefficients, we are able to calculate both the indirect effect (mediation
effect) of the baseline approach to learning on mathematics development through reading
development and the total effect of the approach to learning on mathematics development.
For example, through the growth rate of reading ability during the early period, the indirect
effect of the baseline approach to learning on the growth rate of mathematics ability was
0.0237. Therefore, the total effect of the baseline approach to learning on the early growth
rate of mathematics ability is 0.0386 (0.0386 = 0.0149 + 0.0237). The path coefficients,
indirect effects, and total effects for the second longitudinal model can be interpreted in a
similar manner.
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6.7. getMGroup() Examples

The getMGroup() function is utilized to build a multiple-group latent growth curve model.
This model employs a linear-linear functional form and random knot, allowing the examination
of differences in mathematics development from Grade K through Grade 5 between girls and
boys. As evidenced in Figure 5a, the development of mathematical ability in boys slightly
outpaces that of girls. However, this discrepancy is not statistically significant, as evident by
the overlapping confidence intervals between the two manifest groups.

R> mxOption(model = NULL, key = "Default optimizer", "CSOLNP", reset = FALSE)

R> # Multiple group Growth Models

R> MGroup_Math_BLS_LGCM_f <- getMGroup(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, grp_var = "SEX", sub_Model = "LGCM", y_var = "M", t_var = "T",

R> + records = 1:9, curveFun = "BLS", intrinsic = TRUE, res_scale = list(0.1, 0.1)

R> + )@mxOutput

R> # Figure of the constructed model

R> Figure7 <- getFigure(

R> + model = MGroup_Math_BLS_LGCM_f, nClass = 2, cluster_TIC = NULL, grp_var = "SEX",

R> + sub_Model = "LGCM", y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS", y_model = "LGCM", t_var = "T",

R> + records = 1:9, m_var = NULL, x_var = NULL, x_type = NULL, xstarts = xstarts,

R> + xlab = "Month", outcome = "Mathematics"

R> + )

R> show(Figure7) ## See Figure 5(a) in the manuscript
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Figure 5: Multiple Group and Mixture Latent Growth Curve Models with Bilinear Spline
Function for Mathematics Ability

6.8. getMIX() Examples

The getMIX() function is employed to construct mixture latent growth curve models, which
incorporate a linear-linear functional form and a fixed knot. We first performed an enumera-
tion process, where we built a set of potential models consisting of one to three latent classes.
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Utilizing the getSummary() function with HetModels = TRUE, we were able to obtain esti-
mates of the likelihood, AIC, BIC, class-specific residuals, and class-specific proportions for
each of the three models. Both the estimated likelihood and the information criteria con-
sistently pointed towards the three latent classes model as being optimal. We then plotted
the estimated growth status for each of these three latent classes in Figure 5b. The diagram
reveals that students in the third latent class outperformed the other two classes in mathemat-
ics. Although the other two classes showed overlapping patterns in mathematics development
during the early stage, the growth pace of the first group slowed down earlier than the second
group.

R> mxOption(model = NULL, key = "Default optimizer", "CSOLNP", reset = FALSE)

R> # LGCM, Bilinear Spline Functional Form (single group)

R> Math_BLS_LGCM1 <- getLGCM(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, t_var = "T", y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS", intrinsic = FALSE,

R> + records = 1:9, res_scale = 0.1

R> + )@mxOutput

R> # Mixture Models without Cluster TICs (2 latent classes)

R> Math_BLS_LGCM2 <- getMIX(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, prop_starts = c(0.45, 0.55), sub_Model = "LGCM", y_var = "M",

R> + t_var = "T", records = 1:9, curveFun = "BLS", intrinsic = FALSE,

R> + res_scale = list(0.3, 0.3)

R> + )@mxOutput

R> # Mixture Models without Cluster TICs (3 latent classes)

R> set.seed(20191029)

R> Math_BLS_LGCM3 <- getMIX(

R> + dat = RMS_dat0, prop_starts = c(0.33, 0.34, 0.33), sub_Model = "LGCM",

R> + y_var = "M", t_var = "T", records = 1:9, curveFun = "BLS", intrinsic =

R> + FALSE, res_scale = list(0.3, 0.3, 0.3), tries = 10

R> + )@mxOutput

R> # Figure of Mixture Models with 3 latent classes

R> Figure8 <- getFigure(

R> + model = Math_BLS_LGCM3, nClass = 3, cluster_TIC = NULL, sub_Model = "LGCM",

R> + y_var = "M", curveFun = "BLS", y_model = "LGCM", t_var = "T", records = 1:9,

R> + m_var = NULL, x_var = NULL, x_type = NULL, xstarts = xstarts, xlab = "Month",

R> + outcome = "Mathematics"

R> + )

R> show(Figure8) ## See Figure 5(b) in the manuscript

## Model No_Params -2ll AIC BIC Y_res_c1 Y_res_c2 Y_res_c3

## Model1 11 31347.39 31369.39 31415.75 34.0030 NA NA

## Model2 23 31134.61 31180.61 31277.55 34.2367 31.5802 NA

## Model3 35 31008.30 31078.30 31225.81 29.5689 31.0093 31.4662

## %Class1 %Class2 %Class3

## 100% NA NA

## 67.4% 32.6% NA

## 22.4% 41.6% 36.0%
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7. Concluding Remarks

The developed R package, nlpsem, aims to facilitate comprehensive evaluations of nonlin-
ear longitudinal processes, including intrinsically nonlinear functional forms within the SEM
framework. It currently supports three commonly used intrinsically nonlinear functional
forms, namely, the individual ratio of growth rate under the negative exponential function,
the individual ratio of growth acceleration within the Jenss-Bayley function, and the individ-
ual knot in the bilinear spline function, also known as the linear-linear piecewise function. In
addition, this package is versatile enough to handle parsimonious models and models with a
quadratic functional form, both under Type I and Type II of nonlinear longitudinal models.
Despite not primarily focusing on models for linear longitudinal processes, nlpsem incorpo-
rates functionalities for them, making it a comprehensive tool for researchers in the field.
The package provides computational resources for univariate longitudinal processes, with the
option to include or exclude time-invariant covariates. Further, it facilitates estimations for
multivariate longitudinal processes, including a longitudinal outcome with time-varying co-
variates, correlated growth models for multiple outcomes, and longitudinal mediation models.
Multiple group and mixture models are accommodated within nlpsem, where the sub-model
can be any of the types above. Built on the OpenMx package, it enables flexible SEM spec-
ification and data-driven parameter estimation through built-in optimizers. Note that the
package allows for unstructured time frame compatibility by employing the definition vari-
ables approach.

Despite its capabilities, nlpsem has limitations, which also pave the way for future develop-
ments. First, other nonlinear functional forms, such as logistic and Gompertz functions, are
not currently supported. The inclusion of such additional forms could enhance the flexibil-
ity and applicability of the package. Second, formal statistical hypothesis testing needs to
be developed for complex longitudinal models to evaluate the impact of removing or adding
specific paths on the overall model. Third, although several nonlinear longitudinal models
with certain functional forms have been well-documented and validated by simulation studies,
others still need to be explored. Conducting further simulation studies to investigate the per-
formance of these lesser-known models under different scenarios will provide essential insights
and improve the robustness and validity of the nlpsem package.
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Table 2: Model Specification for Commonly Used Latent Growth Curve Models with Individual Measurement Occasions

Linear Function
Individual Growth Curvea yij = η0i + η1i × tij + ϵij
Growth Factorsb ηi = (η0i η1i)
Factor Loadingsb Λi = (1 tij)

Interpretation of Growth Coef. η0i: the individual initial status
η1i: the individual linear component of change

Quadratic Function
Individual Growth Curvea yij = η0i + η1i × tij + η2i × t2ij + ϵij
Growth Factorsb ηi = (η0i η1i η2i)
Factor Loadingsb Λi =

(
1 tij t2ij

)
Interpretation of Growth Coef.

η0i: the individual initial status
η1i: the individual linear component of change
η2i: the individual quadratic component of change (i.e., half of the individual growth acceleration)

Negative Exponential Function
Intrinsically Nonlinear Model Reduced Non-intrinsically Nonlinear Model

Individual Growth Curvea yij = η0i + η1i × (1− exp(−bi × tij)) + ϵij yij = η0i + η1i × (1− exp(−b× tij)) + ϵij
Growth Factorsb ηi = (η0i η1i bi − µb) ηi = (η0i η1i)
Factor Loadingsb Λi ≈ (1 1− exp(−µb × tij) µη1 × exp(−µbtij)× tij) Λi = (1 1− exp(−b× tij))

Interpretation of Growth Coef.
η0i: the individual initial status
η1i: the individual change from initial status to asymptotic level (i.e., the individual growth capacity)
b (bi)

c: a growth rate parameter that controls the curvature of the growth trajectory (for individual i)

Jenss-Bayley Function
Intrinsically Nonlinear Model Reduced Non-intrinsically Nonlinear Model

Individual Growth Curvea yij = η0i + η1i × tij + η2i × (exp(ci × tij)− 1) + ϵij yij = η0i + η1i × tij + η2i × (exp(c× tij)− 1) + ϵij
Growth Factorsb ηi = (η0i η1i η2i ci − µc) ηi = (η0i η1i η2i)
Factor Loadingsb Λi ≈ (1 tij exp(µc × tij)− 1 µη2 × exp(µctij)× tij) Λi = (1 tij exp(c× tij − 1))

Interpretation of Growth Coef.

η0i: the individual initial status
η1i: the individual slope of linear asymptote with the assumption ci < 0 (c < 0)d

η2i: the individual change from initial status to the linear asymptote intercept
c (ci)

e: a growth acceleration parameter that controls the rate of change of the growth trajectory’s curvature (for individual i)

Bilinear Spline Function with an Unknown Knot
Intrinsically Nonlinear Model Reduced Non-intrinsically Nonlinear Model

Individual Growth Curvea yij =

η0i + η1i × tij + ϵij , tij < γi

η0i + η1i × γi + η2i × (tij − γi) + ϵij , tij ≥ γi

yij =

η0i + η1i × tij + ϵij , tij < γ

η0i + η1i × γ + η2i × (tij − γ) + ϵij , tij ≥ γ

Growth Factorsb η
′

i =
(
η0i + γiη1i

η1i+η2i
2

η2i−η1i
2

γi − µγ

)
η

′

i =
(
η0i + γη1i

η1i+η2i
2

η2i−η1i
2

)
Factor Loadingsb Λ

′
i ≈

(
1 tij − µγ |tij − µγ | −µ

′
η2 −

µ
′
η2

(tij−µγ)

|tij−µγ |

)
Λ

′
i = (1 tij − γ |tij − γ|)

Interpretation of Growth Coef.

η0i: the individual initial status
η1i: the individual slope of the first linear piece
η2i: the individual slope of the second linear piece
γ (γi): the (individual) transition time from 1st linear piece to 2nd linear piece (i.e., knot)

a In the function of the individual growth curve, yij , tij , and ϵij are the observed measurement, recorded time, and residual of the ith individual at
the jth time point.
b In the vector of growth factors and the corresponding factor loadings, µb, µc, and µγ are the mean values of individual growth rate parameters, of
individual growth acceleration parameters, and of individual knots for the negative exponential function, Jenss-Bayley function, and bilinear spline
function with an unknown knot, respectively.
c There are multiple interpretations for b (bi). For example, exp(−bi × (ti(j+1) − tij)) represents the ratio of the instantaneous growth rates at time
points ti(j+1) and tij . This value reflects how much the growth rate has changed between tij and ti(j+1), depending on the growth rate parameter bi.
With the assumption that measurements are taken at equally-spaced waves with scaled intervals, exp(bi) represents the ratio of the instantaneous
rates at any adjacent time points.
d If ci > 0 (c > 0), the Jenss-Bayley function does not have a linear asymptote as the nonlinear component continues to grow with time.
e There are multiple interpretations for c (ci). For example, exp(ci × (ti(j+1) − tij)) represents the ratio of the instantaneous growth accelerations
at time points ti(j+1) and tij . This value reflects how much the growth acceleration has changed between tij and ti(j+1), depending on the growth
acceleration parameter ci. With the assumption that measurements are taken at equally-spaced waves with scaled intervals, exp(ci) represents the
ratio of the instantaneous accelerations at any adjacent time points.
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Table 3: Model Specification for Commonly Used Latent Change Score Models with Individual Measurement Occasions

Quadratic Function
Individual Growth Rateb dyij mid = η1i + 2× η2i × tij mid

Growth Factors of Growth Ratec ηdi = (η1i η2i)
Factor Loadings of Growth Ratec Λdi = (1 2× tij mid)
Growth Factors of Growth Statusd ηi = (η0i η1i η2i)
Factor Loadings of Growth Statusd Λi = (1 Ωi ×Λdi)

Negative Exponential Function
Intrinsically Nonlinear Model Reduced Non-intrinsically Nonlinear Model

Individual Growth Rateb dyij mid = bi × η1i × exp(−bi × tij mid) dyij mid = b× η1i × exp(−b× tij mid)
Growth Factors of Growth Ratec,e ηdi = (η1i bi − µb) ηdi = η1i
Factor Loadings of Growth Ratec,e Λdi ≈ (µb × exp(−µb × tij mid) µη1 × exp(−µbtij mid)× (1− µbtij mid) Λdi = b× exp(−b× tij mid)
Growth Factors of Growth Statusd,e ηi = (η0i η1i bi − µb) ηi = (η0i η1i)
Factor Loadings of Growth Statusd,e Λi ≈ (1 Ωi ×Λdi) Λi = (1 Ωi ×Λdi)

Jenss-Bayley Function
Intrinsically Nonlinear Model Reduced Non-intrinsically Nonlinear Model

Individual Growth Rateb dyij mid = η1i + ci × η2i × exp(ci × tij mid) dyij mid = η1i + c× η2i × exp(c× tij mid)
Growth Factors of Growth Ratec,e ηdi = (η1i η2i ci − µc) ηdi = (η1i η2i)
Factor Loadings of Growth Ratec,e Λdi ≈ (1 µc × exp(µc × tij mid) µη2 × exp(µctij mid)× (1 + µctij mid) Λdi ≈ (1 c× exp(c× tij mid))
Growth Factors of Growth Statusd,e ηi = (η0i η1i η2i ci − µc) ηi = (η0i η1i η2i)
Factor Loadings of Growth Statusd,e Λi ≈ (1 Ωi ×Λdi) Λi = (1 Ωi ×Λdi)

Nonparametric Function
Individual Growth Rateb dyij = η1i × γj−1

Growth Factors of Growth Ratec ηdi = η1i
Factor Loadings of Growth Ratec Λdi = γj−1

Growth Factors of Growth Statusd ηi = (η0i η1i)
Factor Loadings of Growth Statusd Λi = (1 Ωi ×Λdi)

Interpretation of Growth Coef.
η0i: the individual initial status
η1i: the individual slope during the first time interval
γj : the relative growth rate of the jth interval

a This table does not include the specifications for LCSMs with linear and bilinear spline functions, as LGCMs with these two functional forms can estimate
interval-specific slopes, eliminating the need for LCSMs to estimate growth rates. Additionally, this table presents the model specifications for the LCSM
with a piecewise linear function. Note that the specification of this model serves as the foundation for the models with a decomposed TVC, which is
introduced in Subsection 2.3.
b In the individual growth rate function, dyij mid and tij mid are the instantaneous slope midway through the (j − 1)th time interval and the corresponding
time.
c The growth factors of the growth rate ηdi consists of those associated with the growth rates, which are present in the respective growth rate function.
The corresponding factor loadings are provided in the matrix Λdi representing the factor loadings of the growth rate (where j = 2, 3, . . . , J). The mean
vector and variance-covariance matrix of growth factors of growth rate are µηd and Ψηd, respectively. With ηdi, Λdi, µηd, and Ψηd, we are able to derive
(1) mean and variance of interval-specific slopes: µdy mid = Ληd × µηd and σ2

dy mid = Ληd × Ψd × Λη
T
d , and (2) mean and variance of interval-specific

changes: µδyij = Ληd × µηd × (tij − ti(j−1)) and σ2
δyij

= Ληd ×Ψd ×Λη
T
d × (tij − ti(j−1))

2. In the equations of means and variances of interval-specific
slopes and interval-specific changes, j = 2, 3, . . . , J .
d The vector of growth factor of the growth status consists of growth factors associated with both the growth rates and the initial status, which together
determine the growth status. The corresponding factor loadings are provided in the matrix representing the factor loadings of the growth status (where

j = 1, 2, . . . , J), in which Ωi =


0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0

ti2 − ti1 0 0 · · · · · · 0
ti2 − ti1 ti3 − ti2 0 0 · · · 0

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ti2 − ti1 ti3 − ti2 ti4 − ti3 · · · · · · tij − ti(j−1)

 so that Ωi × Λdi represents the accumulative value since the

initial status of the corresponding factor loading of the growth rate. With Ωi, we are able to derive the mean and variance of change from baseline:
µ∆yij = Ωi ×Λdi × µηd and σ2

∆yij
= Ωi ×Ληd ×Ψd ×Λη

T
d ×ΩT

i . In the equations of means and variances of change from baseline, j = 2, 3, . . . , J .
e In the vector of growth factors and the corresponding factor loadings, µb and µc are the mean values of bi and of ci for the negative exponential function
and Jenss-Bayley function, respectively.
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Table 4: Model Specification for Four Possible Ways of Adding Time-varying Covariate with
Individual Measurement Occasions

LGCM with a TVC and a TIC

Model Specification
yi = Λ

[y]
i × η

[y]
i + κ× xi + ϵ

[y]
i

η
[y]
i = α[y] +BTIC ×Xi + ζ

[y]
i

LGCM with a Decomposed TVC into Baseline and Interval-specific Slopes and a TIC

Individual Function of TVC

xij = x∗
ij + ϵ

[x]
ij

x∗
ij =

η
[x]
0i , if j = 1

x∗
i(j−1) + dxij × (tij − ti(j−1)), if j = 2, . . . , J

dxij = η
[x]
1i × γj−1 (j = 2, . . . , J)

Model Specification

(
xi

yi

)
=

(
Λ

[x]
i 0

0 Λ
[y]
i

)
×
(
η
[x]
i

η
[y]
i

)
+ κ×

(
0

dxi

)
+

(
ϵ
[x]
i

ϵ
[y]
i

)
xi = Λ

[x]
i × η

[x]
i + ϵ

[x]
i

η
[y]
i = α[y] + (BTIC βTVC)×

(
Xi

η
[x]
0i

)
+ ζ

[y]
i

dxi = (0 dxi2 dxi3 . . . dxiJ)
T

LGCM with a Decomposed TVC into Baseline and Interval-specific Changes and a TIC

Individual Function of TVC

xij = x∗
ij + ϵ

[x]
ij

x∗
ij =

η
[x]
0i , if j = 1

x∗
i(j−1) + δxij , if j = 2, . . . , J

δxij = dxij × (tij − ti(j−1)) (j = 2, . . . , J)

dxij = η
[x]
1i × γj−1 (j = 2, . . . , J)

Model Specification

(
xi

yi

)
=

(
Λ

[x]
i 0

0 Λ
[y]
i

)
×
(
η
[x]
i

η
[y]
i

)
+ κ×

(
0

δxi

)
+

(
ϵ
[x]
i

ϵ
[y]
i

)
xi = Λ

[x]
i × η

[x]
i + ϵ

[x]
i

η
[y]
i = α[y] + (BTIC βTVC)×

(
Xi

η
[x]
0i

)
+ ζ

[y]
i

δxi = (0 δxi2 δxi3 . . . δxiJ)
T

LGCM with a Decomposed TVC into Baseline and Change-from-baseline and a TIC

Individual Function of TVC

xij = x∗
ij + ϵ

[x]
ij

x∗
ij =

η
[x]
0i , if j = 1

η
[x]
0i +∆xij , if j = 2, . . . , J

∆xij = ∆xi(j−1) + dxij × (tij − ti(j−1))

dxij = η
[x]
1i × γj−1 (j = 2, . . . , J)

Model Specification

(
xi

yi

)
=

(
Λ

[x]
i 0

0 Λ
[y]
i

)
×
(
η
[x]
i

η
[y]
i

)
+ κ×

(
0

∆xi

)
+

(
ϵ
[x]
i

ϵ
[y]
i

)
xi = Λ

[x]
i × η

[x]
i + ϵ

[x]
i

η
[y]
i = α[y] + (BTIC βTVC)×

(
Xi

η
[x]
0i

)
+ ζ

[y]
i

∆xi = (0 ∆xi2 ∆xi3 . . . ∆xiJ)
T
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Table 5: Model Specification for Longitudinal Mediation Models with Individual Measurement Occasions

Baseline Covariate, Longitudinal Mediator, and Longitudinal Outcome

Linear Function

Model Specification

(
mi

yi

)
=

(
Λ

[m]
i 0

0 Λ
[y]
i

)
×
(
η
[m]
i

η
[y]
i

)
+

(
ϵ
[m]
i

ϵ
[y]
i

)
η
[u]
i =

(
η
[u]
0i η

[u]
1i

)T
(u = m, y)

Λ
[u]
i = (0 tij) (u = m, y; j = 1, · · · , J)

η
[m]
i = α[m] +B[x→m] × xi + ζ

[m]
i

η
[y]
i = α[y] +B[x→y] × xi +B[m→y] × η

[m]
i + ζ

[y]
i

Growth Factor Intercept α
[u]
i =

(
α
[u]
0i α

[u]
1i

)T
(u = m, y)

Path Coef.

B[x→m] =
(
β
[x→m]
0 β

[x→m]
1

)T
; B[x→y] =

(
β
[x→y]
0 β

[x→y]
1

)T
B[m→y] =

(
β
[m→y]
00 0

β
[m→y]
01 β

[m→y]
11

)

Bilinear Function

Model Specification

(
mi

yi

)
=

(
Λ

[m]
i 0

0 Λ
[y]
i

)
×
(
η
[m]
i

η
[y]
i

)
+

(
ϵ
[m]
i

ϵ
[y]
i

)
η
[u]
i =

(
η
[u]
1i η

[u]
γi η

[u]
2i

)T
(u = m, y)

Λ
[u]
i =

(
min(0, tij − γ[u]) 1 max(0, tij − γ[u])

)
(u = m, y; j = 1, · · · , J)

η
[m]
i = α[m] +B[x→m] × xi + ζ

[m]
i

η
[y]
i = α[y] +B[x→y] × xi +B[m→y] × η

[m]
i + ζ

[y]
i

Growth Factor Intercept α
[u]
i =

(
α
[u]
1i α

[u]
γi α

[u]
2i

)T
(u = m, y)

Path Coef.

B[x→m] =
(
β
[x→m]
1 β

[x→m]
γ β

[x→m]
2

)T
; B[x→y] =

(
β
[x→y]
1 β

[x→y]
γ β

[x→y]
2

)T
B[m→y] =

β
[m→y]
11 0 0

β
[m→y]
1γ β

[m→y]
γγ 0

β
[m→y]
12 β

[m→y]
γ2 β

[m→y]
22


Longitudinal Covariate, Longitudinal Mediator, and Longitudinal Outcome

Linear Function

Model Specification

(
xi

mi

yi

)
=

Λ
[x]
i 0 0

0 Λ
[m]
i 0

0 0 Λ
[y]
i

×

η
[x]
i

η
[m]
i

η
[y]
i

+

ϵ
[x]
i

ϵ
[m]
i

ϵ
[y]
i


η
[u]
i =

(
η
[u]
0i η

[u]
1i

)T
(u = x,m, y)
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